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M.L.B. Playoffs 2018: Our Picks to Win the Division Series 
James Wagner | NewYorkTimes.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 
It took an extra day of the regular season, plus the usual wild-card games, but Major League Baseball’s division series 

have finally arrived. The National League is up first, on Thursday, with two Game 1s, but the most compelling matchups 

will be in the American League. 

 

The difference between the leagues is stark: The Yankees won 100 games and still could not win the American League 

East. But in the National League, no team hit the century mark. It took only 90 wins for the Atlanta Braves to win the weak 

N.L. East. In any other year, the division series clashes between the Houston Astros and the Cleveland Indians or the 

Yankees and the Boston Red Sox would suffice for a satisfying A.L. Championship Series. 

 

Having the best regular-season record is often a curse, as it has often meant little in the playoffs. But last year, the Astros 

and the Los Angeles Dodgers met in the World Series in a showdown of teams with two of the best three regular-season 

records. The year before, the Chicago Cubs claimed the best record and ended their 108-year World Series title drought. 

 

This fall, could that mean a Red Sox-Milwaukee Brewers World Series? 

 

We’ll see. Baseball is hard to predict. Managerial orthodoxy used during the 162-game season is thrown out the window. 

Starting pitchers come out of the bullpen. Sputtering players are given less leeway in a five-game series. Strategy and 

urgency are paramount. 

MEDIA CLIPS – Oct. 5, 2018 
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Of the eight teams remaining, the Colorado Rockies, in existence since 1993, have appeared in one World Series, in 

2007, and did not win. The Brewers’ lone World Series visit was in 1982, when they were in the A.L. and lost to the St. 

Louis Cardinals. 

 

The Indians fell to the Cubs in seven games in the thrilling 2016 World Series, and their last championship was 1948. 

Since then, every other team remaining in this year’s playoffs has won the World Series at least once. 

 

American League Division Series 

Yankees (100-62) vs. Boston Red Sox (108-54) 

 

The reasons the Red Sox set a franchise record with 108 wins are obvious: They possess the highest scoring offense in 

baseball, a strong starting rotation, a capable bullpen and solid defensive play, which is particularly exceptional in the 

outfield. Designated hitter J.D. Martinez (1.031 on-base plus slugging percentage) may be the team’s most valuable 

player, but right fielder Mookie Betts (1.078 O.P.S.) may win the A.L. Most Valuable Player Award. 

 

Despite so much regular-season success, the Red Sox face some questions. Chris Sale, their ace starting pitcher, 

returned from a nagging shoulder injury late in the season only to see his velocity drop alarmingly in his final start before 

the playoffs. David Price has unconquered playoff demons. The bullpen regressed in the second half. Few relief pitchers 

proved to be a reliable bridge from the starting pitcher to closer Craig Kimbrel (42 saves). 

 

With the Red Sox and the Yankees facing each other in the postseason for the first time since 2004, count on this series 

to be another memorable clash of heavyweights. In 19 regular-season meetings, the Yankees handed the Red Sox nine 

losses. With right fielder Aaron Judge rounding into form after a wrist injury, the Yankees’ offense is just as potent. 

Bullpens are even more important in October, and the Yankees have shown a willingness to lean heavily on their star-

studded bullpen, which includes Dellin Betances, Aroldis Chapman, Zach Britton and David Robertson. That might be the 

difference in this highly anticipated matchup. 

 

PICK: Yankees 

 

Cleveland Indians (91-71) vs. Houston Astros (103-59) 
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Just like the Red Sox-Yankees matchup, this matchup feels unfulfilling as a division series. The Astros are the defending 

World Series champions and returned basically the same team (but with more pitching talent). In the regular season, they 

scored 263 more runs than their opponents, which was the best run differential in the major leagues and is traditionally a 

strong indicator of a team’s talent. 

 

With the off-season acquisition Gerrit Cole (2.88 E.R.A.) supplementing Justin Verlander (2.52 E.R.A.), Dallas Keuchel 

(3.74 E.R.A.) and others, the Astros had the best rotation E.R.A. in baseball. With the addition of Hector Rondon and 

Roberto Osuna, whose July trade to Houston drew criticism because of a pending domestic violence case, the Astros’ 

bullpen also posted baseball’s best E.R.A. Injuries slowed several Houston stars — second baseman Jose Altuve, 

shortstop Carlos Correa and outfielder George Springer — but they are all back for the playoffs. 

 

The series will feature some of the best position players in baseball, from Houston third baseman Alex Bregman (31 home 

runs, 103 runs batted in) to Cleveland infielder Jose Ramirez (39 home runs, 105 R.B.I.) and shortstop Francisco Lindor 

(38 home runs, 92 R.B.I.). Cleveland’s Achilles’ heel, its bullpen, improved in the second half, but the Astros still hold the 

edge there, and most everywhere else. 

 

PICK: Astros 

 

The Brewers’ Christian Yelich hit .326 this season to lead the National League.CreditJon Durr/Getty Images 

National League Division Series 

Colorado Rockies (91-72) vs. Milwaukee Brewers (96-67) 

 

Based on advanced metrics, these teams’ pitching staffs were basically even, which is hard to believe given the well-

known difficulties of pitching in Denver’s high altitude. But through trades, international signings and drafts, the Rockies 

built a rotation around Kyle Freeland and German Marquez that provided the third-most innings during the regular season. 

The Brewers, on the other hand, massaged just enough out of their rotation after injuries and turned often to a dazzling 

bullpen led by Jeremy Jeffress, Corey Knebel and Josh Hader (.132 batting average against). 
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The Rockies, who recovered from a Game 163 loss to win the N.L. wild-card game, are intriguing because they are led by 

a powerful left side of the infield: shortstop Trevor Story (37 home runs, 108 R.B.I.) and third baseman Nolan Arenado (38 

home runs, 110 R.B.I.), one of baseball’s best all-around players. The Brewers, however, are deeper. 

 

Their offense is driven by outfielder Christian Yelich (36 home runs, 110 R.B.I.), who fell just short of winning the triple 

crown and is a front-runner to win the N.L. Most Valuable Player Award. His supporting cast includes first baseman Jesus 

Aguilar (35 home runs), infielder Travis Shaw (32 home runs), left fielder Ryan Braun (20 home runs) and center fielder 

Lorenzo Cain (.308 average). 

 

A stellar bullpen, a solid rotation and a lineup that can score many different ways may combine to make the Brewers too 

well rounded to stop. 

 

PICK: Brewers 

 

The Dodgers are a known commodity: They have won six straight N.L. West titles and hope to win their first World Series 

title since 1988 after falling in seven games to the Astros last year. These Braves are not. After a roster overhaul, they are 

back in the playoffs for the first time since 2013. 

 

The Braves have youth: outfielder Ronald Acuña Jr. (26 home runs), second baseman Ozzie Albies, third baseman Johan 

Camargo, first baseman Freddie Freeman (.892 O.P.S.), starting pitchers Mike Foltynewicz (2.85 E.R.A.) and Julio 

Teheran, relief pitchers Arodys Vizcaino and Jesse Biddle (.218 batting average against) are all 29 or younger. They also 

have a sprinkling of experienced players, from right fielder Nick Markakis to starting pitcher Anibal Sanchez, and one of 

the best defenses in baseball. 

 

The Dodgers are more playoff-tested, but somehow arrive in the playoffs as an underperforming team that had the best 

run differential in the N.L. (+194) but needed a Game 163 to claim the division. Their lineup might be more balanced 

(seven players hit at least 20 home runs, not including the trade acquisition Manny Machado) and their pitching staff 

deeper (Clayton Kershaw, Hyun-jin Ryu and Walker Buehler posted E.R.A.s under 3.00 despite injuries). But there is 

something about the energy of the Braves that might prove ripe for an upset. 

PICK: Braves. 
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Rox-Crew Game 2: Lineups, matchups, FAQs 
Anderson, Chacin duel in Game 2 
Thomas Harding and Adam McCalvy | MLB.com | Oct. 4th, 2018 
 
MILWAUKEE -- And now, for something different in the Rockies-Brewers National League Division Series. 

 

The Rockies will start a lefty in Tyler Anderson in Game 2 today. The Brewers will start, well, a starter. They are going 

with Jhoulys Chacin, though he will be working on short rest. 

 

"Going up 1-0 is huge, especially at home," said Milwaukee's Mike Moustakas, whose 10th-inning single gave the 

Brewers a 3-2, 10-inning win in a bullpen game in the series opener on Thursday. "Our bullpen, you guys saw, they are 

phenomenal. They did a great job for us today. … It's a big win carrying some momentum into [Game 2]." 

 

The Rockies have struggled for hits this week, both in the NL West tiebreaker loss at Los Angeles and the win in the Wild 

Card Game at Chicago. 

 

"We have to put better at-bats together, all of us as a group, and we've been struggling the last few games, but at the 

same time we're facing good pitching," third baseman Nolan Arenado said. 

 

What might the starting lineups look like? 

Rockies: After spending all Thursday getting used to different pitchers, the Rockies will see a familiar face in Chacin, who 

pitched for Colorado from 2009-14. The Rockies have been held to two runs in each of the past three games, covering 32 

innings. With lefty-hitting David Dahl 0-for-10 in his first postseason, could the Rox go to the experience of Matt Holliday 

(3-for-8 with a double and a homer against Chacin)? And why not left-handed-hitting Ryan McMahon, who has struggled 

with fastballs but may be a good matchup against the crafty Chacin? Also, Carlos Gonzalez has reached safely in his past 

10 games. 

 

1. Charlie Blackmon, CF 

2. DJ LeMahieu, 2B 

3. Nolan Arenado, 3B 

4. Carlos Gonzalez, RF 

5. Trevor Story, SS 
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6. Matt Holliday, LF 

7. Ryan McMahon, 1B 

8. Chris Iannetta, C 

9. Tyler Anderson, LHP 

 

Brewers: The Brewers scored enough to win Game 1, but they left too many runners on the bases for manager Craig 

Counsell's liking. In the seventh inning, they had two on and one out but failed to score. In the eighth, they had second 

and third with no outs and came up empty again. They stranded 10 aboard in all, leading Counsell to say, "We've got to 

do a little better job with the opportunities that we had. We had a bunch of opportunities where contact gets us a run, and 

we didn't capitalize on that. We left some runs out there because of that." 

 

1. Lorenzo Cain, CF 

2. Christian Yelich, RF 

3. Ryan Braun, LF 

4. Jesus Aguilar, 1B 

5. Jonathan Schoop, 2B 

6. Mike Moustakas, 3B 

7. Erik Kratz, C 

8. Orlando Arcia, SS 

9. Jhoulys Chacin, RHP 

 

Who are the starting pitchers? 

Rockies: Anderson (7-9, 4.55 ERA) got his feet wet in the postseason last year. He pitched an inning in the 11-8 Wild 

Card Game loss at Arizona and gave up a two-run Daniel Descalso homer. Anderson gave up three homers during an 

Aug. 4 loss at Miller Park, but in his last three regular-season outings he pitched to a 1.83 ERA with 15 strikeouts and five 

walks. 

 

"My whole life I've wanted to be a big league pitcher, and on top of that when you get to the big leagues, you want to win a 

World Series," Anderson said. "That is your dream. As a kid, you're not dreaming of pitching in a game in May at home." 
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Brewers: Chacin (15-8, 3.50) has never pitched in the postseason, and he has never started a game on short rest after a 

previous start. Both things will change Friday when he starts against the team that raised him and brought him to the big 

leagues, four days after pitching into the sixth inning of the NL Central tiebreaker against the Cubs. Chacin, the Brewers' 

leader in starts (35), victories (15) and strikeouts (156), held opponents to the seventh-lowest average (.220) among NL 

qualifiers, and the team went 23-12 when he took the mound. 

 

"I feel good, first of all," Chacin said. "My last five, six games, I haven't thrown that many pitches in games. I think that I'm 

just well to go. It's always a challenge to pitch on three days' rest instead of four, but like I say, I feel well-rested, and I feel 

I'm up to the challenge." 

 

How will the bullpens line up after the starter? 

Rockies: The day off before the start of the series helped after the 13-inning Wild Card Game, so fatigue might not be a 

huge factor. Lefty Chris Rusin went 1 1/3 innings on Thursday but should be able to bounce back. Manager Bud Black 

might be careful about primary setup man Adam Ottavino, who has had a costly, run-scoring pitch in each of the two 

postseason games. Ottavino faced eight batters on Thursday. The Rockies should have confidence in rookies DJ 

Johnson and Harrison Musgrave, each of whom pitched out of jams Thursday. 

 

Brewers: Aside from Jeremy Jeffress' hiccup in the ninth inning, Game 1 went just according to plan for the Brewers, 

especially young right-handers Brandon Woodruff and Corbin Burnes covering the first five innings. Counsell has plenty of 

pitching for Game 2 with a fresh Junior Guerra and Freddy Peralta, plus Gio Gonzalez or Wade Miley, should either be 

needed. Gonzalez was ready to enter Thursday's game had the Brewers not won it in the 10th. Jeffress said he was 

eager to pitch again after allowing two runs on three hits and Nolan Arenado's tying sacrifice fly. 

 

Are there any relievers who are unavailable?  

Rockies: Ottavino is a question. He threw 30 pitches, and stayed with fastballs instead of his signature slider in the 10th 

inning before Moustakas singled in the deciding run. 

 

Brewers: Josh Hader, if the Brewers stick to the plan of resting him after multi-inning appearances. Hader looked good for 

four outs of Game 1, and that usually means two days of rest. Saturday's travel day means he would miss only one game. 
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Of course, Counsell didn't say for sure that the regular-season rules would apply, lest he let the Rockies in on Hader's 

availability. 

 

Any injuries of note? 

Rockies: No. 

 

Brewers: No. 

 

Who is hot and who is not? 

Rockies: In the regular lineup, Blackmon is 2-for-7 with a double, one RBI and a run scored in the postseason, so he 

comes closest to qualifying as hot. Story went 3-for-6 in the Wild Card Game, but 0-for-4 with three strikeouts on 

Thursday. Left-handed hitting Gerardo Parra had a big hit in the ninth inning and drove another to the warning track on 

Thursday, and he delivered a key single in the Wild Card Game. Dahl's struggles could open a spot for Holliday, but really 

much of the lineup is struggling. 

 

Brewers: Yelich, obviously, after he added two more hits including a homer to his gaudy numbers down the stretch of the 

regular season. But Braun's recent run is also notable for the Brewers, since it lengthens the lineup. Braun is 13-for-37 

over his past 11 games, and he has hit safely in 13 of his 16 career postseason games. 

 

 

Anything else fans might want to know? 

Braun is now the Brewers' all-time leader with 23 postseason hits after passing Robin Yount and Paul Molitor, who had 22 

each. Of course, they played in an era of no Division Series and a best-of-five League Championship Series. 

 

Holliday's pinch-hit single in the ninth was his 15th hit for the Rockies in the postseason, which ties Yorvit Torrealba for 

the club record. Holliday's 71 postseason hits, which cover a long stint with the Cardinals between his times with the 

Rockies, rank third among active players behind the 90 apiece for Albert Pujols and Yadier Molina. Thursday's four hits 

were the fewest for the Rockies in a postseason game.  
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Anderson to start Game 2 for Rockies 
Anderson on starting Game 2 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE -- By pitching 7 2/3 scoreless innings in his last regular-season start on Sunday against the Nationals, lefty 

Tyler Anderson won the assignment to start Friday's Game 2 of the National League Division Series against the Brewers. 

 

The other possibility was righty Jon Gray, but he allowed the Nationals five runs over two innings and isn't on Colorado's 

roster for the NLDS. There were questions about Anderson entering his regular-season finale Sunday because of left 

shoulder soreness that forced him to be scratched earlier that week. Also, Anderson had not earned a win since July 4. 

 

Anderson struck out five, held the Nationals to four hits and, more had no residual pain after throwing 98 pitches. So 

Anderson, who had pitched well in the two starts before the injury, is in the NLDS rotation, and Gray is not on the roster. 

 

"Those three starts down the stretch, it just came down to execution," said Anderson, who went 7-9 with a 4.55 ERA 

during the regular season. "Those struggles that I went through, execution was not there, and I went through fatigue or 

whatever set in. And I started feeling better and making more pitches." 

 

With a four-man rotation of Thursday starter Antonio Senzatela, Anderson, lefty Kyle Freeland and righty German 

Marquez in place, a key decision was the long man in the bullpen -- a spot a starter often holds. Righty Chad Bettis, who 

started much of the season, posted a 2.38 ERA in seven relief appearances after Senzatela replaced him in the rotation to 

earn that postseason long role. That left Gray with no spot for this series, but charged with the task to regain his form if 

the playoff run goes deeper. 

 

Flashbacks 

 

Brewers outfielder Christian Yelich, arguably the most dominant hitter in the NL this season, is a major obstacle. It 

reminded manager Bud Black of the 2002 World Series, when he was the Angels' pitching coach and had to deal with the 

Giants' Barry Bonds. The Angels won the Series. 
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"We've talked about it, obviously, in the last 48 hours," Black said. "There's a plan, and each pitcher has their own style to 

get their outs, but we definitely know this fellow is swinging the bat great. I mean, it's just like we talked about 16 years 

ago [with Bonds]. You have to be careful depending on the game situation. 

 

"With that said, there also has to be an aggressive mindset to pitch a baseball game. But the game tells you certain 

situations [to avoid Yelich]. We'll watch today to see what's going on, and we'll take note of his swings, like we will with all 

their swings." 

 

Get there early 

 

With the Rockies scheduled to play Game 3 at Coors Field on Sunday at 4:37 p.m. ET/2:37 p.m. MTand the Broncos also 

playing an NFL game, the Rockies are emphasizing that fans should arrive early to avoid traffic. 
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After thrilling rally, Rox drop Game 1 
Rox rally for 2 runs in 9th 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE -- Rockies manager Bud Black dropped the term "regression to the mean" on Thursday. And even if you 

don't understand math or statistics, you can appreciate that the term isn't generally used in a) in a love song, or b) in 

celebration. 

 

The Rockies walked away from Game 1 of the National League Division series with a 3-2 loss to the Brewers on Mike 

Moustakas' 10th-inning RBI single off Adam Ottavino. 

 

The hit erased a spirited, if frustratingly long-in-coming, comeback. Colorado tied it with a two-run, three-hit ninth inning. 

The surge came after the Brewers -- who went with a non-traditional pitching plan of reliever after reliever -- had held 

them to one hit in eight innings. 

 

Now, back to the math book. 

 

Ottavino went through the regular season holding opponents hitless on 32 occasions with an 0-2 count. But in two 

postseason games, he has given up two costly hits. In Tuesday's 2-1, 13-inning victory over the Cubs in the NL Wild Card 

Game, Javy Baez's eighth-inning RBI single tied the score. On Thursday, Moustakas barely tapped an 0-2 fastball to stay 

alive, then lined another fastball into right field. 

 

The 0-2 average against him went from .000 with 31 strikeouts during the regular season to .500 (2-for-4) in October. 

 

"I think that's maybe just the regression to the mean, but I think 'Otto' will tell you if you talked to him that some of these 0-

2 pitches have got to be better-placed," Black said. "We saw one the other night against Baez. Otto is aware. It just didn't 

happen this afternoon, or tonight." 

 

Ottavino had Christian Yelich, who hit his third-inning two-run homer off starter Antonio Senzatela, down 0-2 to lead off 

the 10th inning. But Yelich -- who could soon be celebrating an NL Most Valuable Player Award honor -- battled to a walk. 
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With one out and two on, Ottavino had the poor luck of his shifted infield not being able to turn Curtis Granderson's roller 

into a double play. 

 

Black said he thought about intentionally walking Moustakas, who had homered in his only previous meeting with 

Ottavino, but "then we got ahead of him." Usually a stubborn practitioner of sliders, Ottavino -- who yanked a wild pitch 

earlier in the inning -- stuck with fastballs. That was fine, until it wasn't. 

 

"I thought he was late on my fastball, under it a little bit," said Ottavino, who deferred to Black when asked whether 

Moustakas should have been walked. "Everybody knows I throw a lot of sliders. In that spot I wanted to elevate. I wanted 

to get it a little higher than I got it. I think I guessed what he was looking for wrong." 

 

At the most important time of the season, the Rockies are left looking for more hits and runs, and maybe even energy 

after having played Sunday in Denver, losing the NL West tiebreaker on Monday in Los Angeles, winning the Wild Card 

Game on Tuesday in Chicago and losing Thursday in Milwaukee. 

 

According to the Elias Sports Bureau, the last time a team played four games in five days in four cities was the Phillies 

from Aug. 11-15, 1922. Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati were no doubt rough by train, but none of those 

games had as much on the line. 

 

"Physically, I felt really terrible during the Wild Card Game," Charlie Blackmon said. "Having the day off yesterday, I don't 

feel good, but I don't feel bad. So I feel like a baseball player, and 90 percent of the games are played somewhere in the 

middle [of feeling great and dragging]. I look forward to being right there tomorrow." 

 

Those 1922 Phillies may have envied air travel, but not so much the Brewers' bullpen Thursday. Brandon Woodruff 

started and faced the minimum over three innings. Carlos Gonzalez's two-out triple off Corbin Burnes in the fifth was 

Colorado's first hit. But on the next pitch, Burnes extracted a bouncer that Ian Desmond planted into the dirt in front of the 

plate for an easy out, and Corey Knebel and Josh Hader combined for three more hitless innings. 

 

"All plus-velo, good offspeed, different types -- some feel harder, some, I don't know, just different spin rates and stuff like 

that," Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado said. "We saw a different pitcher every at-bat." 
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It wasn't until the ninth that the Rockies found their swing. 

 

Gerardo Parra and Matt Holliday opened with singles off Jeremy Jeffress. Then the Brewers caught a break when 

Blackmon's fly to right, originally ruled a ground-rule double, was reversed on replay. Blackmon then knocked an RBI 

single to divide the lead. DJ LeMahieu reached on an Orlando Arcia error to load the bases, and Arenado tied the game 

with a sacrifice fly. 

 

Jeffress then got a grounder from David Dahl that led to Blackmon being thrown out at the plate and he struck out Trevor 

Story to end the rally. 

 

"Every time we feel we have a chance; that's baseball, that's the playoffs," said Parra, who drove winning pitcher Joakim 

Soria's final pitch in the top of the 10th to the warning track and thought he had a homer. 

 

It fell short. As did the Rockies. 

 

SOUND SMART 

According to Baseball-Reference, Thursday was first time two pitchers this young started opposite one another in a 

postseason game since the Royals' Yordano Ventura (24 years, 149 days) and Mets' Noah Syndergaard (23 years, 62 

days) met for Game 3 of the 2015 World Series. Woodruff was 25 years, 236 days old. Senzatela was 23 years, 256 days 

old. 

YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 

Senzatela threw his wild pitches in the first inning, but the second one actually pulled him out of the inning. 

 

Ryan Braun singled and was at first when Senzatela's pitch bounced beneath catcher Chris Iannetta. Braun took second 

but rounded aggressively, knowing that there is a lot of room for the catcher to cover between the plate and the backstop. 

Senzatela would then walk Travis Shaw. 

 

The next wild pitch, with Jesus Aguilar batting, also forced Iannetta to search for the ball. Braun didn't stop when he 

rounded third, but Iannetta retrieved it in time to throw to Senzatela covering the plate. 
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"Two outs, I made that decision when I was halfway to third," Braun said. "Iannetta made a good play, a good throw, 

[Senzatela] made a good tag. Less than two outs, I wouldn't have run. Later in the game, I wouldn't have run. But one of 

the things we've done all year is be aggressive, force the action at times." 

 

Senzatela was thinking right along with Braun. 

 

"I saw Chris trying to find the ball and I thought, 'Maybe this guy was going to try to go home,'" Senzatela said. 

 

HE SAID IT 

"We only scored two runs in each game? Then yes. There's a common thread. Every time we play a game, we score two 

runs. That's not very good. We should probably try to do better than that tomorrow." -- Blackmon, on the team's struggles 

in the past three games 

 

MITEL REPLAY OF THE DAY 

With two aboard and no outs in the ninth, Blackmon's fly ball down the right-field line bounced in the dirt and into the right-

field stands. The original ruling was that the ball hit the foul line to make it a one-run game with runners at second and 

third, but the call was eventually overturned and ruled a foul ball. 

 

"I saw one angle, down the line, and from there, you could not, without a doubt, tell that it was a foul ball," Blackmon said. 

"So there must have been another angle. I can only hope, but I don't really think that made a big difference in the game." 

More > 

 

Said Black: "I don't know whether it caught the very outside of the chalk. I don't know. It looked like it might have. I thought 

it might hold up." 

 

UP NEXT 

With a strong final three starts, lefty Tyler Anderson worked his way into Friday's Game 2 start, against the Brewers and 

onetime Rockies righty Jhoulys Chacin. Anderson will have to erase the memory of his lone start at Miller Park this 

season -- seven runs, including home runs from Shaw, Hernan Perez and Braun -- in an 8-4 loss on Aug. 4. First pitch is 

slated for 2:15 p.m. MT. 
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Rockies rally late, but Brewers walk it off in the 10th 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018  
 

MILWAUKEE — Miracles ceased for the Rockies here Thursday in Game 1 of the National League division series. 

 

The Brewers won in walk-off fashion, 3-2, in the 10th inning on Mike Moustakas’ two-out line drive single to right field off 

right-hander Adam Ottavino, scoring Christian Yelich and sending the Miller Park crowd into a frenzy. Yelich opened the 

10th by drawing a walk after being down 0-2 to Ottavino. He advanced to second on Ottavino’s wild pitch and moved to 

third on pinch hitter Curtis Granderson’s groundout to short. Then Moustakas came through, ripping a fastball. 

 

“I got ahead of Yelich, but he battled pretty good there,” Ottavino said. “Then I worked it to a full count but I made a non-

competitive pitch there. Walking the leadoff guy always hurts. 

 

“On Moustakas, I thought he was late on the fastball. Everybody knows I throw a lot of sliders, so in that spot I wanted to 

elevate (the fastball) a little higher than I did. I think I guessed wrong on what he was looking for there.” 

 

Rockies manager Bud Black pondered whether to walk Moustakas to load the bases, but decided against it after Ottavino 

got ahead on the count. 

 

“Yeah, I thought about it for sure,” Black said. “Then we got ahead of him and ‘Otto’ couldn’t put him away.” 

 

Said Moustakas: “You’re just trying not to do too much in that situation, and you try to put the barrel on the ball. I was just 

fortunate enough that he threw me another pitch over the plate and I got barrel on it and it hit some outfield grass. It feels 

pretty good to finish the way we did.” 

 

The Rockies were, as they have been all season, resilient. But this time it wasn’t enough. 

 

“This was just one game, and I know we can bounce back from this,” catcher Chris Iannetta said. “I’ve been saying the 

same thing all year.” 
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Tuesday night, the Rockies beat the Cubs, 2-1, in 13 innings at Wrigley Field in the wild-card game to advance to the 

NLDS. But that magic did not make the 92-mile trip up I-94 from Chicago to Milwaukee, though the Rockies scratched out 

two runs in the ninth after managing just one hit through eight innings against a parade of Milwaukee relief pitchers. 

 

In the ninth, the Rockies scored two runs off right-hander Jeremy Jeffress to tie the game. Pinch hitters Gerardo Parra 

and Matt Holliday started the rally with back-to-back singles. Charlie Blackmon followed up with an RBI single to score 

Parra. Moments before, Blackmon came just inches from hitting a double down the right field line, but it was ruled a foul 

ball after a video replay. 

 

Colorado’s rally was aided by an error by shortstop Orlando Arcia, who booted DJ LeMahieu’s soft grounder. Nolan 

Arenado’s sacrifice fly to center scored Garrett Hampson, who was running for Holliday, making it 2-2. With two 

baserunners on, Trevor Story struck out to end the inning. 

 

“It felt like a punch in the gut, but at the same time, not really,” Yelich said, speaking of Colorado’s rally in the ninth. “In the 

dugout, we felt fortunate to still be tied. We could have easily been down right there.” 

 

Until the ninth, it looked as if the only thing Milwaukee was going to need to win was the two-run home run Yelich blasted 

in the third inning. The prohibitive favorite to be named NL MVP annihilated a first-pitch, 85 mph changeup from Rockies 

starter Antonio Senzatela, driving it to deep left-center. Senzatela made the mistake of walking Lorenzo Cain to set the 

table for Yelich’s bomb. 

 

Milwaukee chose to face the Rockies with a “bullpen game.” The new term around baseball for it is “bullpenning.” 

Technically, Brandon Woodruff was the Brewers’ starter, and he pitched three no-hit innings before  he was replaced by 

Corbin Burnes. He was relieved by Corey Knebel, who was relieved by Josh Hader, who was relieved by Jeffress. That 

Brewers’ ensemble struck out 10. 

 

Iannetta did not think the concept of “bullpenning,” messed up the Rockies. 

 

“It wasn’t that, it was the talent of those pitchers that kept us down,” he said. “It seem like all of those guys throw 95-plus.” 
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Before the game, Black was asked what he thought of the Brewers’ pitching approach. 

 

“Philosophically, to answer that question in a couple sentences, I’m not sure whether this is something that we’re going to 

see 10 years from now, 20 years from now, (or) next year, but I know it’s starting to happen,” he said. “Which tells us that 

there’s been a lot of thought put into this by a lot of teams and how to run a game or a pitching staff.” 

 

In the fifth, Carlos Gonzalez tripled to the right field corner with two outs, the Rockies’ only hit until the ninth. 

 

Senzatela gave the Rockies a workmanlike five innings, but his performance was marred by Yelich’s big swing. Making 

his first postseason start, he allowed three hits, walked two and struck out one. 

 

The Rockies and Brewers meet Friday in Game 2 of the best-of-five series. 
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Kiszla: If Rockies want to beat Milwaukee, they must swallow pride and not let Christian Yelich beat them 
In his last 96 at-bats, Yelich has smacked 11 homers and driven in 35 runs. 
Mark Kiszla | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — This score just in: Christian Yelich 3, Colorado Rockies 2. 

 

This best-of-five playoff series has only just begun, but it didn’t take long Thursday to determine Colorado has a big 

problem. His name is Yelich. He’s the best player in the National League. And if the Rockies aren’t careful, Yelich will beat 

them by himself. 

 

With Yelich at the plate, Colorado has basically two choices: 1) Walk him, or 2) Let him crush the baseball so hard it hurts 

to watch. “He’s on everything,” Rockies manager Bud Black said. 

 

In defeat, Colorado players stared blankly at plates of sushi in the clubhouse, pondering what might have been in a gut-

wrenching, extra-inning loss to Milwaukee. 

 

Under the bright lights of the interview room, Black was grilled on questionable end-game strategy, opting to pitch to 

dangerous Milwaukee left-handed hitter Mike Moustakas in the 10th inning. Might have intentionally walking him been a 

safer, wiser decision? 

 

“I thought about it, for sure,” Black said. 

 

Losing pitcher Adam Ottavino wore a bitter-beer face. After serving up a fat two-strike pitch Moustakas lashed into the 

outfield for the game-winning single as Yelich scampered home with the winning run for the Brewers, Colorado’s right-

handed reliever was asked if it would’ve been a better idea to walk Moustakas. 

 

“That’s a question for the manager,” Ottavino said. 

 

With the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, every amateur manager on the sofa back in Denver would have issued a free pass to 

Moustakas, and let Ottavino go after light-hitting catcher Manny Pina to end Milwaukee’s two-out threat. 
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But Colorado didn’t lose this game with bad strategy. The Brewers won it because they clearly have the most dominant 

player on the field for either team. That’s no small claim, considering Nolan Arenado and Trevor Story suit up for the 

Rockies. 

 

Going forward, it’s the real tough decision for Black: What on earth do the Rockies do with Yelich? 

 

I humbly suggest Colorado’s mantra must be: A.B.Y. Anybody but Yelich. With a tip of the cap, Black needs to give Yelich 

nothing to hit and dare the 24 mere mortals on Milwaukee’s roster to beat the Rockies. 

 

“Do you have a vote for MVP?” Colorado veteran Carlos Gonzalez asked me early last week, long before the playoff 

pairings in the National League were set. I asked CarGo how he would cast his ballot. 

 

“I’d vote for Yelich,” Gonzalez said. 

 

In Game 1 of this series, Yelich was the difference. Colorado starting pitcher Antonio Senzatela threw five innings and 

made only one mistake. 

 

Yelich smashed that one small error by Senzatela for a duck-for-cover, no-doubt-about-it bomb over the fence in left-

center field, staking the Brewers to a 2-0 lead that held until a dramatic Colorado rally in the top of the ninth. Yelich 

reached base in four of five at-bats in Game 1. He drove in two runs, scored the game-winner and stood 10 feet tall, fully 

bulletproof in his No. 22 Milwaukee uniform. 

 

And know what’s really scary? Since Sept. 1, this was just another run-of-the mill, super-human performance by Yelich. 

Since the outset of September, nodding in respect to Yelich and letting him walk to first base after getting no reasonable 

pitch to hit has been the only reasonable strategy. 

 

In his last 96 at-bats, Yelich has smacked 11 homers and driven in 35 runs. His on-base percentage? An other-worldly 

.526. His slugging percentage? A baseball-god-like .832. His OPS? Somebody grab me a calculator, my mind is boggled. 
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You remember the 2002 World Series between the Giants and Angels? Black does. He was the pitching coach for 

Anaheim. His task? It was impossible. Black had to figure out what to do with Barry Bonds, then at the height of his 

powers, both natural and (allegedly) chemical. 

 

“Do you remember that guy?” Black said. “I remember that. That guy was good.” 

 

Sixteen years ago, Bonds put on the most frightful display of hitting I’ve ever seen. He had eight hits in 17 at-bats, 

including four homers. He was so unstoppable, the Angels issued him 13 walks, including a half dozen intentional passes, 

once with a runner on first base with two outs in the first inning. 

 

And do you remember what team won that World Series, after deciding that surrendering to Bonds’ greatness was the 

better part of valor? The Angels. 

 

So what do the Rockies do with Yelich? 

 

“We’ve talked about it … You know there’s a plan,” Black said. “Just like we talked about (Bonds) 16 years ago, you have 

to be careful depending on the game situation. With that said, I think there also has to be an aggressive mindset to pitch a 

baseball game … I think it’s best to think aggressively to each and every hitter.” 

 

That’s a brave approach. But when Colorado pitchers take the mound, do they really want to challenge Yelich? Is that the 

hill you want to see this amazing Rockies’ season die on? 

 

I think not. 

 

Pitch to Yelich? 

 

Just say no. 
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Rockies Insider: Looking ahead to Colorado’s first home playoff game in nearly a decade 
Rockies host the Brewers in Game 3 of the National League division series on Sunday at 2:37 p.m. 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — Rocktober returns to Coors Field this weekend for the first time since 2009, with the Rockies set to take 

on the Brewers on Sunday at 2:37 p.m. at Coors Field. 

 

Colorado, down 1-0 in the NLDS to Milwaukee, plays Game 2 at Miller Park on Friday before traveling back to LoDo for 

Game 3. 

 

Sunday, the hometown fans are guaranteed to see at least one of the team’s aces with German Marquez and Kyle 

Freeland both available on full rest. Obviously, that means the other would be available for a potential Game 4 on 

Monday. 

 

What more could you want, Rockies fans? Well, maybe besides a non-baseball-friendly forecast. Sunday is supposed to 

include showers and temperatures in the 40s during the game, while Monday’salso supposed to be wet and in the 30s 

with a chance of rain/snow mix. 

 

For last-minute tickets, the best bet is the official secondary market (Stubhub), the various other third-party online 

markets, or paying a premium from scalpers around the stadium the day of the game. 

 

And remember, you can still put your name in the club’s lottery for the chance to buy World Series tickets should the 

Rockies advance that far. (You can register here). That registration deadline is Thursday, Oct. 11, at 11:59 p.m. 

 

Bundle up, Rockies nation, and see you at 20th and Blake on Sunday for an atmosphere that’s been nearly a decade in 

the making. 
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NLDS Game 2 pitching preview: Rockies’ Tyler Anderson vs. Brewers’ Jhoulys Chacin 
Right-hander Chacin (who was 38-48 with a 3.78 ERA for the Rockies from 2009-14) takes the hill for Milwaukee at 
Miller Park 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — After a rocky stretch a month ago, during which Tyler Anderson surrendered a dozen runs over three 

starts, the southpaw turned in three consecutive quality starts to close the regular season. 

 

The Rockies will need the Dr. Jekyll version of Anderson, not the Mr. Hyde, when the 28-year-old takes the ball to start 

Game 2 of the National League division series Friday against former Rockies pitcher Jhoulys Chacin. Anderson was one 

of the Rockies best starting pitchers during the club’s red-hot July, with a 2.16 ERA in five starts. And he believes he’s on 

track to pick up where he left off following seven-plus shutout innings against the Nationals on Sunday. 

 

“Those three last starts down the stretch, it just came down to execution,” Anderson said. “In early September, those 

struggles that I went through, the execution was not there and then I went through fatigue or whatever that set in… During 

that stretch, it was just a lot of pitches in the middle (of the plate).” 

 

But the shoulder inflammation that kept Anderson from making his start at the beginning of the team’s final homestand 

subsided, and manager Bud Black felt increased confidence in Anderson after his performance Sunday. 

 

“He pitched a really good game in a game that we needed to win,” Black said. “I really liked where his stuff was, his 

velocity, his secondary pitches.” 

 

Meanwhile, Chacin takes the hill for Milwaukee. The right-hander  went 15-8 with a 3.50 ERA for the Brewers during the 

regular season. He won 38 games for the Rockies (2009-14). 

 

“It’s special that I’m going to have the opportunity to pitch against (the Rockies) in the postseason,” Chacin said. 
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Brewers’ bullpen plan works nearly flawlessly for eight innings against Rockies in Game 1 of NLDS 
Colorado finally got to Milwaukee’s Jeremy Jeffress for two runs in the ninth after being blanked for the first 
eight frames 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — On Wednesday, the day before the opening of the National League division series against the Rockies, 

Brewers manager Craig Counsell laid out his rationale for not using a traditional starting pitcher in Game 1. 

 

“For our team, largely, we’re trying to get away from what the word starter and reliever means, and that’s how we’re going 

to get through the postseason,” Counsell said. 

 

For the most part, Counsell’s logic made sense Thursday as the Rockies managed just one hit off four Brewers’ relievers 

through the first eight innings. The Brewers’ bullpen induced 21 swings and misses in that span, one more than the most 

swings and misses by a Brewers’ starter in any game this season. 

 

Rockies’ manager Bud Black tipped his cap to the performance of the Milwaukee relievers, even after Colorado forced 

extra innings in a 3-2 loss with a pair of runs off closer Jeremy Jeffress in the ninth. 

 

“I don’t know whether it was the changing of the pitchers or the pitchers themselves,” Black said. “I mean, that group of 

pitchers threw the ball well. Right out of the chute, their starter (Brandon Woodruff) has a good arm. I mean, he was 

pitching with velocity. He had a very good slider. He was pitching aggressive.” 

 

All of the Brewers relievers threw 95 mph or harder. 

 

In the wake of their sluggish offensive showing in the NLDS opener, the Rockies have now mustered only six runs across 

their past three games, and 32 innings. Two of those runs came in “garbage time” in the ninth inning of the NL tiebreaker 

in Los Angeles, with Colorado facing a 5-0 deficit. 

 

Right-handers Woodruff (three innings, three Ks) and Corbin Burnes (two, three) combined to no-hit Colorado through the 

first five. 
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“Today says a lot about how our bullpen’s been this year,” Woodruff said. “We come right at guys and compete. That lets 

the other little things take care of themselves, and I’ve got to credit the coaching staff for putting us in the right spots and 

right matchups.” 

 

Burnes gave way to right-hander Corey Knebel, who worked around Carlos Gonzalez’s sixth-inning triple to extend the 

shutout into the seventh. Knebel earned the first two outs of that inning before Josh Hader, by most metrics the all-around 

best reliever in the NL, fanned David Dahl to take Milwaukee’s bullpenning gem into the eighth. 

 

And, after Jeffress allowed three hits in a game for the first time this season, enabling Colorado to tie the game in the 

ninth, right-hander Joakim Soria’s one-two-three 10th set up Mike Moustakas’ walk-off single in the bottom of the frame. 

 

“There was definitely a sense of momentum with our guys,” Woodruff said. “You come in and you want to top what the 

guy before you has done. It’s a challenge, and it’s that sort of mindset that’s had this bullpen going on a pretty good run 

here in the second half.” 
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Rockies hitting and pitching analysis: Antonio Senzatela couldn’t get Brewers to chase 
Charting every Rockies hit and pitch vs. the Brewers in the NLDS 
Matt Stephens | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

The Rockies’ pitching was respectable Thursday in their 3-2, 10-inning loss at Milwaukee in Game 1 of the National 

League division series. But to stay close with Milwaukee until its furious ninth-inning rally, Colorado also had to use six 

pitchers, including lock-down reliever Adam Ottavino. 

 

Antonio Senzatela’s first career postseason start wasn’t poor — the only runs he allowed came via a two-run homer by 

MVP candidate Christian Yelich — but he was erratic. 

 

In five innings of work, Senzatela, 23, threw 73 pitches and only 45 were for strikes. The right-hander constantly tried to 

get hitters to chase pitches in the dirt thrown across his body (right-to-left; low and away to right-handed batters) but the 

hitters weren’t biting. Eleven of his 28 balls were thrown in the same general area, including two wild pitches. He likely 

could have thrown deeper into the game, but because his spot in the batting order came up with one out in the top of the 

sixth — and the Rockies’ offense struggling — he was lifted for a pinch hitter (Ryan McMahon) 

 

Note that all pitching charts are from the batter’s point of view. 

 

To Senzatela’s credit, he stayed away from the middle of plate and only one pitch was completely in the center of the 

zone (a fly-out by Jesus Aguilar). 
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Below is a look at how the rest of the Rockies’ pitchers looked (and hitting analysis and spray chart is below). 

 

Chris Rusin: 1.1 innings, 1 hit, 1 walk, 1 strikeout; 23 pitches, 16 strikes. 

 

DJ Johnson: 0.2 innings, 1 hit, 2 strikeouts; 13 pitches, 9 strikes. 
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Harrison Musgrave: 0.2 innings, 1 hit, 2 walks, two strikeouts; 22 pitches, 12 strikes. 

 

Scott Oberg: 0.1 innings; 2 pitches, 2 strikes. 
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Adam Ottavino (L): 1.2 innings, 1 hit, 1 earned run, 2 walks, 1 strikeout; 30 pitches, 22 strikes. 

 

In total, Colorado threw 165 pitchers. Milwaukee, which only pitched relievers, threw 156 and only four resulted in Rockies 

hits. At least those hits were timely. 

 

Colorado trailed 2-0 in the top of the ninth inning and still managed to force extra innings. A recap of those four hits (spray 

chart below): 
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The good news for Colorado is how many relievers the Brewers were forced to use in Game 1 thanks to their strategy of 

not starting a traditional starting pitcher. It gave the Rockies a good look at Milwaukee’s bullpen, including a couple of 

guys they’re sure to see again in Game 2 on Friday. 
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Rockies’ Antonio Senzatela, Brewers’ Brandon Woodruff bring youth to mound in NLDS 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — There was a youth quake on the mound at Miller Park Thursday in Game 1 of the National League 

division series. 

 

Right-hander Antonio Senzatela, making his first postseason start, became the second-youngest Rockies pitcher to start a 

postseason game. Franklin Morales, who started in both the National League division series and in the NL championship 

series in 2007 was only 21. Senzatela pitched five innings, allowing two runs on three hits in Colorado’s 3-2 loss. 

 

Right-hander Brandon Woodruff, at age 25 and 236 days, started for the Brewers. Senzatela was 23 years, 256 days old. 

It marked the youngest starting duo in a postseason game since Kansas City’s Yordano Ventura (24 years, 149 days) and 

the New York Mets’ Noah Syndergaard (23 years, 62 days) faced off in Game 3 of the 2015 World Series. 

 

Woodruff tossed three scoreless innings, striking out three and walking one. 

On the opposite end of the spectrum was Rockies 38-year-old outfielder Matt Holliday. He rapped a pinch-hit single in the 

ninth inning for his 15th career postseason hit with the Rockies, tying catcher Yorvit Torrealba atop the club’s all-time 

postseason hits list. 
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The Brewers Outfield Combating Coors 
Stephen Loftus | FanGraphs.com | October 4, 2018 
 

With their win in the divisional tiebreaker on Monday, the Brewers took home the National League Central title, their 

second Central crown and third division title in their 49-year existence. By winning, besides avoiding the scramble of the 

winner-take-all Wild Card game, they get to face the Colorado Rockies. This is surely preferable for the Brewers for many 

reasons. For one, the Rockies offense is significantly less potent than either the Cubs or Dodgers — the Brewers’ other 

potential opponents — putting up an 87 team wRC+ compared to 100 for the Cubs and 111 for the league-leading 

Dodgers. The Brewers also (albeit in rather small samples) took five of seven from the Rockies this year, compared to 

three of seven from the Dodgers and nine out of 20 from the Cubs. 

 

Despite the optimism, there is one catch to playing the Rockies; eventually, you have to go to Coors Field. Coors can be a 

tricky place to play, as many NL West players could tell you. From the elevation to the humidor, there are many factors 

that come into play once you travel to Denver. However, the Brewers are uniquely situated to combat one of Coors Field’s 

most difficult attributes. 

 

Coors is known for many things, but the most common is that it is a pitcher’s hell. The Rockies’ past struggles to piece 

together a starting rotation are well-documented, and much of the blame from the outside seems to be placed on the fact 

that Denver sits at a high elevation. But that’s not the only thing that drives the offense up in Colorado. 

 

Coors has the largest fair territory in baseball. In 2014, Business Insider estimated Coors’ fair acreage at 2.67 acres, 0.18 

more than the MLB average. That represents nearly 8,000 square feet more than the average MLB ballpark. Think of that, 

an extra 20′-by-400′ area — or 90′-by-90′ if you prefer a square — players have to cover. 

 

Unsurprisingly, the extra area leads to more hits falling into play. Since the earliest FanGraphs BABIP park factors were 

calculated, Coors has stood out in the results. Of course, more hits falling in means more runs, more relievers out of the 

pen, and more chaos. Whenever a team goes into Coors, it’s just generally not great for them on the pitching side of 

things. 

 

The thing is, the Brewers happen to have one of the best defensive outfields in recent memory. By DRS, they are the 7th-

best outfield since the metric was introduced in 2003, with 50 runs saved. UZR is a little harsher on the team, placing 
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them 41st — and second in 2018 behind the Royals — with 27.6 runs. The accolades continue. In 2018, the Brewers’ 

BABIP against on fly balls stood at .096, 8th-best since 2003. While this is of course highly influenced by park, it is still a 

testament to the ground that the team can cover. 

 

Top 10 Outfields by DRS 

Season Team Inn rARM rGFP rPM DRS 

2005 Braves 4331 24 3 35 62 

2013 D-backs 4485 11 2 48 61 

2007 Braves 4369 16 8 35 59 

2013 Royals 4345 15 9 35 59 

2008 Mets 4393 -1 4 48 51 

2014 Red Sox 4397 10 11 30 51 

2018 Brewers 4383 0 5 45 50 

2012 Braves 4336 2 4 43 49 

2013 Brewers 4328 12 7 30 49 

2009 Mariners 4358 0 8 40 48 

Statcast sheds further light on the individual players on the team. Lorenzo Cain was fourth in the league in Outs Above 

Average (OAA) and added 5% to catch probability. Keon Broxton put up one of the best small-sample defensive seasons 

ever, generating nearly a win in value in less than 200 innings in the field. Christian Yelich was good in right, Domingo 

Santana was serviceable, and Ryan Braun had one of his better recent defensive seasons. Many of these players have 

excellent speed, with Broxton (29.7 ft/sec, 15th in baseball), Yelich (28.6, 94th), Cain (28.6, 96th), and Santana (28.2, 

133rd) all clocking in at over 28 ft/sec. 

 

2018 Brewers Outfielders 

Name Inn DRS UZR OOA Catch Prob Added 

Lorenzo Cain 1180 20 8.7 17 5 

Keon Broxton 194 13 8.8 7 12 

Domingo Santana 433.1 6 2.7 2 2 

Ryan Braun 716 4 2.8 -1 0 

Christian Yelich 1269 3 0.6 4 1 
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Hernan Perez 193.1 3 2.2 -1 -1 

Eric Thames 259.2 1 1 -4 -6 

Curtis Granderson 90.1 0 0.4 -7* -4* 

*Contains totals from time with other teams 

 

Again, all of this is very important going into Denver. Since 2004, teams visiting Colorado have allowed a higher BABIP on 

fly balls than the Major League average, and this number has only grown in recent years. The Brewers’ impressive range 

could help them combat this better than many teams could possibly hope. 

 

MLB vs. Coors BABIP 

Season MLB FB BABIP Coors FB BABIP 

2014 .126 .187 

2015 .129 .173 

2016 .127 .201 

2017 .130 .195 

2018 .117 .186 

 

The flies in the ointment here are Braun and the recently acquired Curtis Granderson. Neither of them are good 

defensively, though Braun isn’t actively bad, and both are below-average runners. Their range will be tested with Coors’ 

large left-center gap, extending back to 390′ from home. Neither player is good going back and to their left, with Braun 

being worth -3 runs and Granderson worth -1 runs in that direction according to Statcast. Luckily for the Brewers, they 

have Broxton — who, again, might have put up one of the best defensive rate seasons in history and only let two 

competitive balls in play drop all year — on the bench as a defensive substitute for either player in late-inning run-

prevention situations. Broxton would likely take over center-field duty while Cain — who is the best in baseball at going 

back and to the left according to Statcast — tames the gap. 

 

All of this may prove not to worry the Brewers. They may take the first two games in Miller Park and ease into a simple 

series win. Maybe the openers in Game Three will keep the ball on the ground and make the infield do the work. Maybe 

Josh Hader will just strike everyone out, obviating the need for fielders at all. But when the Brewers do have to deal with 

Coors Field’s massive dimensions, they have the players and toolkits to put them in an excellent position to succeed. 
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Jon Gray out, DJ Johnson in and why the Rockies made some surprising roster moves for the NLDS 
Nick Groke | TheAthletic.com | Oct. 5, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — Tyler Anderson demanded a lot from his ambition, never capping his childhood reveries. “You go in the 

backyard, as a kid, you’re not dreaming of pitching a game in May,” the Rockies’ left-hander said Thursday at Miller Park. 

 

“You’re thinking of pitching a game in the World Series.” 

 

The Rockies hope the 28-year-old, the eldest member of their rotation, is on his way. On Thursday, Colorado manager 

Bud Black made final his roster for a National League Division Series against the Brewers, and Anderson was assigned a 

spot in their playoff rotation for Game 2. 

 

Anderson solidified his position after throwing 7 2/3 shutout innings Sunday against the Nationals. In the process, he 

bumped right-hander Jon Gray from the postseason and tipped over a series of difficult roster decisions. 

 

“He’s been one of the mainstays in our rotation,” Black said of Anderson. “We feel good about what Tyler can do every 

time he takes the mound.” 

 

Antonio Senzatela pitched five erratic, but effective innings in a Game 1 loss Thursday, giving up three hits, including a 

two-run homer to Christian Yelich in the third. German Marquez and Kyle Freeland will pitch a combination of games 3 

and 4 at Coors Field, Black said, if the Rockies survive that far. 

 

Gray was relegated to the emergency, non-active roster after lasting just two innings, on five runs and seven hits, in a loss 

to the Nationals on Saturday. 

 

But Gray, whose turn in the rotation on regular rest would have appeared Thursday, didn’t lose his spot to Senzatela or 

Anderson. He lost it to DJ Johnson, in a way. Colorado could have used Gray as a reliever, but he has never pitched in 

relief for the Rockies and if there was any among Colorado’s coaching staff that they might sneak him on the roster, it did 

not come to fruition. 
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Johnson, a 29-year-old journeyman rookie who debuted only last month, sneaked onto the roster and pitched immediately 

Thursday. He struck out two and gave up just one hit in the seventh inning. Johnson also boxed out high-priced relievers 

Jack McGee and Bryan Shaw, two offseason signings who agreed to three-yer, $27 million deals but struggled through 

most of the season. 

 

“We think that the fastball plays,” Black said of Johnson. “We like his stuff and we like what we’ve seen just as far as the 

makeup and handling this moment.” 

 

Since Colorado general manager Jeff Bridich executed a deadline deal for veteran right-hander Seungwhan Oh in late 

July, the back end of the Rockies bullpen fell together neatly. Between Oh, Adam Ottavino, Scott Oberg and Wade Davis, 

their relief staff was among the best in the NL in September. 

 

But even when their plan falls off track, as it did Thursday against the Brewers, it has held together. Chris Rusin, Johnson, 

Harrison Musgrave and Oberg pitched three scoreless innings. Ottavino pitched 1 2/3 innings before Mike Moustakas 

lined a game-winning single off a fastball to right field in the 10th inning. 

 

“He was late on my fastball, under it a little bit. And everybody knows I throw a lot of sliders,” Ottavino said. “I think I 

guessed wrong what he was looking for.” 

 

Some things are not worth changing. 
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‘That’s not what you want’: A deeper issue crept up on the Rockies in an NLDS Game 1 loss at Milwaukee 
Nick Groke | TheAthletic.com | Oct 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — Sarcasm dripped from the lips of Charlie Blackmon at his locker Thursday night when the Rockies center 

fielder was asked about an underlying issue tugging at their tails as his team steamed into baseball’s playoffs. 

 

If pitching wins games in the crunch, and the Rockies are pitching with aplomb, then why aren’t they winning? What is 

holding them back over their past three games, as they scored just six total runs? 

 

“We only scored two runs in each game? Then yes, there’s a common thread,” Blackmon said. “Every time we play a 

game, we score two runs. That’s not very good. We should probably try to do better than that tomorrow.” 

 

Sarcasm aside, trying is not their issue. The Rockies certainly tried to counter a parade of Brewers relief pitchers 

Thursday in Milwaukee’s 3-2 victory in Game 1 of a National League Division Series at Miller Park. They tried to drum up 

an offensive flourish, even if they managed just one hit over the first eight innings. 

 

The problem, though, runs deeper. After Milwaukee’s Mike Moustakas lined a game-winning single in the 10th inning off 

Adam Ottavino, as Christian Yelich coasted home from third base, a nagging deficiency surfaced again. The Rockies are 

not especially dangerous at the plate. 

 

“We have to put together better at-bats, all of us,” All-Star third baseman Nolan Arenado said. “We’re having trouble there 

the last few games.” 

 

Thursday’s series opener offered a new challenge for a Colorado team that didn’t need it. Brewers manager Craig 

Counsell opted for a bullpen game, throwing a series of relief pitchers one trip through the lineup at a time. Blackmon and 

Arenado never faced the same pitcher twice. 

 

And through eight innings, only Carlos Gonzalez hit safely, a two-out triple in the fifth inning that fizzled quickly when Ian 

Desmond topped a weak groundball back to the mound for an easy out. 
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Only two other batters reached base when DJ LeMahieu walked in the first and Ryan McMahon walked in the sixth. Both 

were caught trying to steal second. Desperate to trigger any offensive threat, they kept running — and into outs. 

 

One of their best at-bats came from the Rockies’ starting pitcher, Antonio Senzatela, who found just two hits this season. 

He clawed through an eight-pitch at-bat in the third before striking out looking. 

 

“And that’s not what you want,” Blackmon said. 

 

The top of the Rockies’ lineup — Blackmon, LeMahieu, Arenado, David Dahl and Trevor Story — went 0-for-14 at the 

plate through the first eight innings, with seven strikeouts. 

 

The ninth inning was an oasis. Gerardo Parra led off with a pinch-hit single to right, followed by Matt Holliday’s grounder 

up the middle. Blackmon shot what appeared to be a ground-rule double down the right-field line to score one and put 

runners at second and third, but a video review ruled his would-be hit foul. Blackmon returned to the plate to hit an RBI 

single. Arenado popped a sacrifice fly to center to tie the game. 

 

“Our best at-bats came off the bench,” Blackmon said. “You want good at-bats off the bench. That’s great, to see that 

contribution. I’d just like to see it a little more from the guys out there at the beginning.” 

 

In their 26-year history, the Rockies had never played a postseason game with so few hits, scraping just four against the 

Brewers. In a tiebreaking Game 163 on Monday at Los Angeles, their two runs also came on just four hits. They managed 

11 hits over 13 innings in a wild-card win at Wrigley Field in Chicago on Tuesday, but again for just two runs. 

 

Since a 12-0 rout of the Nationals at Coors Field on Sept. 30, as the Rockies traveled to three cities in four days, their 

offense disappeared. Or, more accurately, it was absent from the start. They scored the seventh-most runs in baseball 

this season, but largely with the aid of elevation in Denver. Their batting average ranked first in the NL at home and last 

on the road. 

 

Coors Field is a tease. By wRC+ (weighted runs created, an overall measure of offensive production that is adjusted for 

ballparks), the Rockies rank 25th in baseball, tied with the lowly Orioles. Since 1995, as FanGraphs pointed out, two of 
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the three worst-hitting playoff teams by wRC+ arrived in the past two seasons: the 2018 Rockies and the 2017 Rockies. 

They are, by far, the least threatening offense in the postseason field this year. 

 

“This game is really tough,” catcher Chris Iannetta said. “There are a lot of really good pitchers out there who execute 

pitches. And when you do your job and get some hits, it’s great. And sometimes it doesn’t happen.” 

 

The Brewers managed just three hits off Senzatela in five innings, but one was Christian Yelich’s two-run homer to center 

in the third. The bullpen behind him gave up just four hits over the next five innings, but one was Moustakas’ game-

winner. Milwaukee is only slightly better by wRC+ than the Rockies, hinting at a nail-biting series still to come. 

 

And a final throe at the plate fell to Parra in the 10th, when he smacked a two-out looper to right-center field off Joakim 

Soria, the Brewers’ sixth pitcher used. Parra thought he got it. So did Arenado. “I thought he back-spinned it,” Arenado 

said. 

 

But Parra threw up his hands after the ball fizzled at the foot of the wall, landing harmlessly with Yelich. Too often, there is 

not enough punch from the plate with a Rockies team built on a bedrock of pitching more than hitting. 

 

“We had a pretty tough first eight innings,” Ottavino said. “We’d rather kill teams. But that’s not our reality right now.” 
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The Baseball Misery Index — Playoff Edition 
Cliff Corcoran | TheAthletic.com | Oct 4, 2018 
  

With the aptly named wild-card games now complete, the playoff field is down to the eight division-series combatants. If 

your favorite team is not among them, and you’re still undecided as to whom to back in their stead, worry not: The 

Baseball Misery Index is back to sort the remaining postseason contenders according to the pain and suffering their fan 

bases have endured since their last championship (or since their creation in the case of the two teams still playing that 

have never won a World Series). 

 

8. Houston Astros 

 

It took the Astros 44 years to win their first pennant and another dozen to win their first championship. Still, championships 

are cleansing things. Having followed last season’s World Series victory with 103 wins and a division title, the Astros have 

brought their fans more joy over the last two years than any other team in the majors. 

 

7. Boston Red Sox 

 

In the last 15 seasons, the Red Sox have won three championships, made the playoffs nine times, and won five division 

titles, including an active streak of three in a row. This year, they won a franchise record 108 games, the most wins by any 

major league team since the 2001 Mariners. They haven’t made it past a Division Series since their last championship run 

in 2013, but not even Red Sox fans can complain too much about that given the success of the last decade and a half. 

 

6. New York Yankees 

 

Believe it or not, the Yankees are in one of the longest dry spells in franchise history. Since purchasing Babe Ruth from 

the Red Sox after the 1919 season, the Yankees have had just two stretches in which they went longer without a pennant 

or championship than the current eight-year stretch. From 1979 to 1995 they went 17 years without winning the World 

Series (and 14 without participating in one), and from 1963 to 1976 they went 14 years without a championship (and 11 

without a pennant). 
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Not that anyone is ever going to shed any tears for the Yankees over a lack of postseason success. Beyond the way in 

which they have lapped the field with 40 pennants (twice as many as the runner-up Giants) and 27 championships (nearly 

two and a half times as many as the second-place Cardinals’ 11), the Yankees have an active streak of 26 seasons with a 

winning record. That’s second all-time behind their own record of 39 from 1926-64). They have also made the playoffs 20 

times in the last 24 years, which, in case you needed to be told, is more than any other team over that span. Last year, 

they made it to Game 7 of the American League Championship Series. This year, they won 100 games and set the single-

season team record for home runs with 267. Meanwhile, general manager Brian Cashman so successfully rebuilt his team 

on the fly that the Yankees had the third-youngest collection of hitters in the majors this year, weighted by playing time, 

behind only the White Sox, Phillies, Padres, and Rays. Non-partisans are probably wondering if there’s a way both the 

Yankees and the Red Sox can lose their impending Division Series. 

 

5. Los Angeles Dodgers 

 

The Dodgers occupy a curious middle ground in the Misery Index. They just won their sixth-straight division title, which 

puts them alone in third place for the most consecutive playoff appearances in major league history, behind only the 1995-

2005 Braves and 1995-2007 Yankees. They’re also the defending National League pennant winners, having made it all 

the way to Game 7 of the World Series last year. 

 

However, they still haven’t won a World Series since 1988, and last year’s pennant was their first since then. Of the other 

seven teams remaining in this year’s postseason, four have won more recent championships than the Dodgers. The idea 

of the Dodgers as a long-suffering team is a difficult one to swallow, given not only their recent success, but the fact that 

only the Yankees, Cardinals and Giants have appeared in more World Series. Only five teams — those three, plus the A’s 

and Red Sox — have won more championships. 

 

Still, a 29-year championship drought is significant. Four major league teams, including the Rockies, didn’t even exist the 

last time the Dodgers won it all. 

 

4. Atlanta Braves 
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The Braves are almost the inverse of the Dodgers, contrasting recent misery against great success from the not-too-

distant past. The Braves’ string of 14-straight division championships from 1991 to 2005 (not counting the strike year of 

1994, when there were no champions) still looms large, but they made the playoffs just three times in the dozen years 

between ’05 and this season. Atlanta failed to advance in any of those three playoff appearances, winning a grand total of 

two games in those three postseasons, and they return to the postseason this year coming off a string of four straight 

losing seasons. By way of comparison, you have to go back to 1992 to find four losing Dodgers seasons. Also, despite all 

those division titles, the Braves won just one World Series during their record-setting streak, and it remains their only 

championship since moving to Atlanta in 1966. That came way back in 1995, giving them a 22-year championship 

drought, while their most recent pennant was in 1999. 

 

3. Colorado Rockies 

 

The Rockies are one of seven major league teams that have never won a World Series, but they are also the second 

youngest of those seven teams, having come into existence in 1993. They have also appeared in a World Series more 

recently than two of the other teams remaining in this year’s playoffs, and have now reached the postseason in each of 

the last two years. 

 

Still, we’re now in the realm of legitimate suffering. Prior to their Wild Card Game appearance last year, the Rockies had 

endured six straight losing seasons. They made the playoffs just three times in their 24 years of existence prior to last 

year, and, in three of their first four playoff appearances, they failed to advance, winning a total of two games in those 

three postseasons. The Rockies are also the only team in the majors to have reached a World Series but never actually 

won a World Series game, as they were swept by Boston in their lone appearance in 2007. 

 

2. Milwaukee Brewers 

 

The Brewers are another of the seven teams to have never won a championship, and their lone World Series appearance 

came way back in 1982. That’s the fourth longest pennant drought in the majors, behind only the Natspos and Mariners, 

both of whom have yet to reach the Series, and the Pirates, who last made it to the Fall Classic in 1979. Milwaukee’s 

pennant drought is nearly twice as long as the next longest among this year’s postseason participants, 35 years to the 

Braves’ 18. 
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This year’s playoff berth is just the Brewers’ fifth in their 49 seasons in Milwaukee, their third since 1982, and their first 

since 2011. In the entire history of the franchise, they have won just two playoff series—the 1982 American League 

Championship Series against the Angels and the 2011 Division Series against the Diamondbacks, both best-of-five sets. 

They have never won a best-of-seven playoff series of any kind. 

 

1. Cleveland Indians 

 

The Brewers may have never won the World Series in their half-century of existence, but even Milwaukee has won a 

more recent championship than the Indians. That came when the Lew Burdette and the Milwaukee Braves beat the 

Yankees in the 1957 Series. You have to go back another nine years to get to Cleveland’s last World Series win. That 69-

year drought is the longest in the majors. Even if you add up all of the fruitless seasons by the Nationals and the two 

Senators teams since Washington, D.C. last enjoyed a World Series win in 1924, it only adds up to 51 seasons. 

 

To make matters worse, Cleveland’s last two World Series appearances seemed specifically designed to break the hearts 

of its fans. In 1997, Cleveland had a 2-1 lead with one out in the bottom of the ninth inning of Game 7, but went on to lose 

the game and the series in the eleventh due in part to an error on a potential inning-ending double-play ball. Two years 

ago, Cleveland went up 3-1 on the Cubs, only to lose three straight games, including the last two at home, and Game 7 in 

ten innings. That doesn’t even get into the fact that the 1954 Indians won 111 games but got swept in the World Series. 

 

That 1954 season just happened to be the first in which the Indians wore their Chief Wahoo character on their caps. 

Given that the team has agreed to retire the emblem after this season, perhaps their luck will finally change. 
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Crew, Rox start NLDS with thriller at Miller 
Richard Justice | MLB.com | Oct. 4th, 2018 
 
MILWAUKEE -- The Brewers had scripted it precisely this way. This was their game. Their blueprint. Young pitchers 

throwing hard, challenging hitters, testing nerves. Defenders making plays all over the place. And the probable National 

League MVP, Christian Yelich, delivering with one big swing. 

 

This is who these Brewers are. They are extraordinarily confident and wildly entertaining. In lots of ways, they are a 

reflection of baseball in 2018. 

 

And after it had worked out just so, after the Brewers had nursed a two-run lead into the ninth inning, when victory was 

within reach, when a nice orderly game, a well-played game, really a kind of classic postseason game, was almost done, 

something happened that reminded us why we love postseason baseball. 

 

That would be the Colorado Rockies. In the end, that's what happened. This baseball team pushed through the miles and 

the fatigue and the challenges that come up with it to do something that just may impact this NL Division Series beyond 

Game 1. 

 

Three outs from going quietly into the cool Wisconsin night, the Rockies delivered a punch to the gut, erasing a two-run 

deficit and forcing the game into extra innings. 

 

The Brewers would end up winning, 3-2, when Mike Moustakas singled in Yelich with two outs in the 10th inning Thursday 

night, sending most of the 43,382 at Miller Park into a wild celebration. 

 

Yelich's two-run home run in the third inning had gotten the Brewers going, and after that lead got away, it was his falling 

into an 0-2 hole and then drawing a walk in the bottom of the 10th that put Moustakas at the plate for the game-winner. 

 

"Obviously it's higher stakes," Yelich said. "There's more eyes watching. The atmosphere is a little bit crazier, but at the 

end of the day, you're trying to remind yourself and trying to focus on being in the moment, being in the present and not 

getting consumed with everything around you." 
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But the Rockies showed the world why they are here. They were playing in their fourth city in five days -- from Denver to 

Los Angeles to Chicago to Milwaukee -- and still showing the fight of champions. 

 

"Well, I think it just says something about our players for sure," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "Where we've been the 

last couple weeks, having to play through those last couple weeks to get to where we are now and just the daily grit and 

drive that these guys show. I mean, it's showing up. It showed up today late. 

 

"But that's sort of the characteristic of this group, that they play hard. I know it's overplayed a little bit, but this group truly 

plays hard, and it's awesome. It's awesome to see." 

 

In the end, though, he got no points for getting close. To win a postseason game is difficult enough. To win it twice -- and 

that's pretty much what the Brewers had to do -- is extraordinarily difficult. To take a punch and then to get back up and 

figure out a way to win takes the heart of a champion. 

 

"Yeah, it feels good because it was a big punch because of the way that we pitched the whole game, because we pitched 

beautifully the whole game," Brewers manager Craig Counsell said. "You know, it's a punch that knocks you back a little 

bit, right?" 

 

Until the top of the ninth inning, the Brewers had ridden Yelich's two-run home run in the third inning and four pitchers to a 

2-0 lead in the ninth. 

 

Counsell took the positives from that ninth inning, pointing out that his closer Jeremy Jeffress rallied back to get out of the 

inning and leave two potential go-ahead runs on base. 

 

"We took that blow and a bunch of guys kind of gutted it through," Counsell said. 

 

Until that point, his team had put on a defensive clinic with Moustakas making a nice grab of a Nolan Arenado liner in the 

first, with Lorenzo Cain running down a Charlie Blackmon fly ball in the sixth and with catcher Manny Pina throwing out 

two runners. 
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To make all those plays and to have all that momentum, and then to see it get away and still to somehow come back and 

win is what the Brewers took from the game along with a 1-0 lead in a best-of-five series. 

 

"It doesn't get any better than that," Cain said. "With the environment here, with being able to win it, that's one you feel 

good about." 
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Brewers take an unconventional path to Game 1 victory over Rockies. 
Bill Shaikin | LATimes.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

The home team started the playoffs without a starting pitcher, by design. 

 

The performance of their starting pitchers had been so spotty this season that the Milwaukee Brewers decided to do away 

with the position, at least Thursday. Their relief pitchers had been outstanding, so the Brewers simply loaded up on them. 

 

They used six. The arms kept the Brewers afloat until Mike Moustakas delivered the walkoff single in the 10th inning, after 

the Brewers appeared destined for victory after eight innings and doomed to defeat in the ninth. 

 

“No good for the heart,” Milwaukee’s Ryan Braun said. “No good for the blood pressure.” 

 

Good for a series lead, though, no matter how exhausting the game might have been. As Moustakas rounded first base 

and disappeared into a sea of teammates, infielder Hernan Perez approached with the Gatorade bucket and turned it 

upside down. Perez intended to douse Moustakas, but he missed. 

 

All’s well that ends well. The Brewers beat the Colorado Rockies 3-2, taking the first game of this best-of-five division 

series. The Brewers promised to start an actual starting pitcher, Jhoulys Chacin, in Game 2 on Friday. 

 

Christian Yelich, the presumptive National League most valuable player, walked to start the 10th inning, his fourth time on 

base. He took second on a wild pitch from Adam Ottavino, took third on a ground ball, and scored the winning run on 

Moustakas’ single. 

 

The Rockies played their fourth game in four cities in five days. The last two games have lasted a total of 23 innings. The 

Rockies have scored four runs and hit no home runs. 

 

“I think we’re OK,” Colorado manager Bud Black said. “Pardon my voice. I’m a little hoarse. I think we’re hanging in there.” 

 

The closer the game got to the ninth inning, the better the Brewers felt. The back end of their bullpen was strong and 

deep. 
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Four relievers pitched the first eight innings. The Rockies had one hit. The Brewers had a two-run lead. It was time for the 

ninth inning, and for Jeremy Jeffress to get the final three outs. 

 

He did, but not before the Rockies had tied the score. The first three batters singled and, after an error and sacrifice fly, 

the score was tied, and the game was headed to extra innings. 

 

“It’s a punch that knocks you back a little bit, right?” Brewers manager Craig Counsell said. 

 

For Jeffress, an All-Star with a 1.29 ERA, it was the first time this season he had given up three hits. 

 

“It’s baseball. I’m human. I can’t get everybody out,” Jeffress said. 

 

The crowd saluted Yelich with a standing ovation as he came to bat in the first inning. After Yelich hit a 413-foot home run 

in the third inning, Braun delayed his entrance to the batter’s box, giving his teammate time to take a curtain call if he 

wished. He did not. 

 

The Brewers’ opening-day starter, Chase Anderson, did not make the playoff roster. The only starting pitcher Milwaukee 

did acquire during the season, Gio Gonzalez, warmed up in the bullpen in the early innings. 

 

On that January day when they landed Yelich and Lorenzo Cain, the team celebrated. The rest of the baseball world 

thought they had too many outfielders. They shrugged and handed Braun a first baseman’s glove. 

 

“Everyone thought we should be adding a starting pitcher,” Brewers owner Mark Attanasio said, “or two or three.” 

 

They did not, even as spring training dawned with the likes of Jake Arrieta and Lance Lynn available. 

 

In July, they added Moustakas and Jonathan Schoop, and the rest of the baseball world thought they had too many 

infielders. 
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They did not fret about their starting pitchers. So, after Yelich and Cain led the Brewers to their first playoff berth in seven 

years, which of their starting pitchers did they choose for the division series opener? 

 

None of them. 

 

The phrase “bullpen day” did not translate here not to “we’re out of starters.” The Brewers’ relievers have the best ERA of 

any team alive in the NL playoffs, so why not play to the team’s strength? 

 

Counsell said the schedule allows his team the flexibility to run bullpen games in the postseason. The Brewers had two 

days off before Game 1, with another day off after Game 2, and another day off after Game 4, if the series goes that far. 

 

“During the course of the regular season, you need starting pitching,” Counsell said. 

 

For now? Counsell used the phrase “all hands on deck,” and he did not just mean a top starter pitching in relief in the last 

game of a postseason series. 

 

“We’re trying to get away from what the word ‘starter’ and ‘reliever’ means,” Counsell said. “That’s how we’re going to get 

through the postseason.” 
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Moustakas scores Yelich in 10th, Brewers top Rox in opener 
Associated Press | ESPN.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE -- Extra innings, two outs and the winning run on third in Game 1 of the playoffs. 

 

Short on playoff experience, the Milwaukee Brewers dealt for veteran Mike Moustakas over the summer to produce in just 

this kind of spot. 

 

Good deal. 

 

Moustakas scored MVP front-runner Christian Yelich with a two-out single in the 10th inning, and the Brewers bounced 

back to beat the Colorado Rockies 3-2 Thursday in their NL Division Series opener. 

 

After giving up two runs in the ninth that made it 2-all, the Brewers regrouped and soon celebrated. Making their first 

postseason appearance since 2011, they won their ninth straight game overall. 

 

Moustakas had already produced for Kansas City in October, hitting .304 in the 2015 World Series to help beat the Mets. 

 

He's doing it again in Milwaukee after being acquired from the Royals in late July. 

 

"Being in a postseason a couple years back, it definitely helps," Moustakas said. 

 

Chants of "Mooose!" echoed around Miller Park after the winning hit. 

 

Game 2 is Friday in Milwaukee with Colorado's Tyler Anderson opposing Jhoulys Chacin, who led Milwaukee with 35 

starts this year. He started Monday when the Brewers beat the Chicago Cubs 3-1 in the NL Central tiebreaker at Wrigley 

Field. 

 

Yelich hit a two-run homer in the third inning, then opened the 10th with a walk against Adam Ottavino, coming back from 

an 0-2 count. 
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Yelich made his postseason debut, though the even-keeled star spoke as if he had been through this before. 

 

"You're just trying to slow the situation down ... find a way to get on and make something happen, put some pressure on 

him," Yelich said. "And Moose was able to come through there at the end with the huge hit." 

 

Yelich advanced to second on a wild pitch and came home on Moustakas' line drive to right field. After almost winning the 

Triple Crown this year, Yelich got two hits, scored twice and stole a base in his playoff debut. 

 

Josh Hader and the Brewers allowed just one hit over eight innings in a dominant bullpen game and led 2-0 before 

Jeremy Jeffress gave up three straight singles to open the ninth. Charlie Blackmon grounded an RBI single shortly after 

his ground-rule double was overruled on replay review, and Nolan Arenado added a bases-loaded sacrifice fly to tie it. 

 

But Colorado couldn't come through in extras again after outlasting the Chicago Cubs 2-1 in 13 innings in the NL wild-card 

game on Tuesday. 

 

"Everybody knows I throw a lot of sliders. In that spot, I wanted to elevate. I wanted to get a little higher than I got it," 

Ottavino said. "I think I guessed what he was looking for wrong there." 

 

Joakim Soria picked up the win in the opener with a scoreless 10th. 

 

MOOSE IS LOOSE 

 

The two-time All-Star third baseman had 15 RBI in 31 postseason games while with the Royals. 

 

Make it 16 now in Milwaukee. 

 

"Look, Moose has been in those spots," manager Craig Counsell said. "It's something that you try to not make the 

situation too big, and he did a great job of it and finally got a pitch to it." 

 

COLD COLORADO 
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The big-hitting Rockies, meanwhile, are still struggling to find their stroke. After beating the Cubs earlier in the week, this 

visit to Miller Park meant them playing in a different city for the fourth time in five days. 

 

"Time will tell, but I think the day off helped yesterday," skipper Bud Black said. "I think the postseason energizes players." 

 

BULLPEN DAY 

 

With more and more teams relying exclusively on relievers in the regular season, the Brewers tried to take the new-wave 

approach to a new level in October. Out of the six pitchers who took the mound, only Jeffress allowed any runs. 

 

Corbin Burnes, who tossed scoreless innings in the fourth and fifth, was the only other reliever to allow a hit. 

 

Colorado was 1 of 23 with 10 strikeouts over the first eight innings. They were 3 of 6 in the ninth. 

 

STAT LINES 

 

Matt Holliday's pinch-hit single in the ninth was his 15th career postseason with Colorado, tying him with Yorvit Torrealba 

atop the team's career playoff hits list. ... Yelich became just the fifth Brewers player to reach base at least four times in a 

postseason game. ... OF Ryan Braun went 2 for 5 to record his ninth career multihit game in the postseason. 

 

UP NEXT 

 

Anderson (7-9, 4.55 ERA) starts Game 2 in Milwaukee, coming off 7 2/3 shutout innings in a 12-0 win on Sunday over 

Washington that set up the NL West tiebreaker game the next day against the Dodgers. It was the left-hander's first 

victory since July 4. Chacin (15-8, 3.50) turned into the Brewers' most consistent starting pitcher this season. He will work 

on three days' rest after allowing one run and one hit in 5 2/3 innings in that win over the Cubs. 
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Christian Yelich, Brewers continue to give opposition fits 
Jesse Rogers | ESPN.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE -- Opposing pitchers have tried everything, yet Milwaukee Brewers all-world right fielder Christian Yelich 

keeps hurting them no matter what they throw. 

 

Milwaukee completed an epic month-long rally to thwart the Cubs in Wrigley, earn a title and time off -- and avoid 

Tuesday's elimination game. 

 

Yelich's first career playoff game went a lot like his month of September, as he homered off a changeup early, walked late 

-- after getting down 0-2 -- and eventually scored the winning run in the Brewers' 3-2, 10-inning victory Thursday over the 

Colorado Rockies in Game 1 of the National League Division Series. 

 

"He's such a difficult out," Brewers manager Craig Counsell said after the game. "He's down 0-2 to [Adam] Ottavino and 

somehow manages to work his way back. And obviously the home run was huge." 

 

In between the third-inning home run and 10th-inning walk, Yelich added another free pass as well as another base hit. 

He also stole second, becoming just the second Brewers player to hit a home run and steal a base in a playoff game. 

 

"That guy has been carrying us all year," teammate Mike Moustakas said. 

 

Moustakas drove in Yelich from third base for the winning run, which is a bit of a reversal, as Yelich has been the one 

inflicting the damage on the opposition during his huge tear. He drove in an eye-popping 34 runs in September, solidifying 

his status as the odds-on favorite to win the MVP. 

 

"I think the biggest thing is just focusing on the day-to-day, your routine, not getting caught up in the future or the past and 

just being right there and focusing on what you have to do that day or that night to help your team win," Yelich said 

nonchalantly. 

 

Moustakas rips walk-off single in 10thMike Moustakas rips a single to right, driving in Christian Yelich to send Brewers 

fans home happy in Game 1 of the NLDS. 
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Yelich hit a changeup for a home run, singled on a sinker, took ball four on another sinker, then fought back from 0-2 to 

take another walk on a cutter. His plate coverage is otherworldly right now, leading to fits in the other dugout. 

 

"His timing looks like he's impeccable," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "He's on everything. Even his takes are good. 

 

"He had the walk, hit the ball back up the middle against [Chris] Rusin. Even the at-bat against Ottavino, Otto had him 0-2 

and made some good pitches, couldn't put him away. But yeah, obviously he's in a good spot." 

 

So what can the Rockies do with Yelich the rest of this best-of-five series, which might be short-lived if he keeps this up? 

Pitchers seem damned if they do and damned if they don't. Walking the leadoff man in a tie game in the 10th inning isn't 

exactly sound thinking, but Yelich has the ability to end the game with one swing, or at least put himself in scoring 

position. Even though it didn't work out for the Rockies on Thursday, it's hard to come down on Ottavino, who kept making 

good pitches. Yelich just keeps having better at-bats. 

 

"Well, I think it's tough to walk a leadoff hitter, right?" Black asked no one in particular. "It's not ideal. But when you've got 

a guy like that, you've got to really pitch him tough." 

 

Colorado found that out the hard way. Just like the rest of the National League has all season. 
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Tyler Anderson to start Game 2 of NLDS for Rockies 
Jesse Rogers | ESPN.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE -- Colorado Rockies left-hander Tyler Anderson, who struggled in August before finishing the season with 

three quality starts, will get the ball in Game 2 of the NLDS against the Milwaukee Brewers on Friday afternoon, the team 

announced. 

 

"It's a great honor," Anderson said Thursday. "I'm excited. My whole life I've wanted to be a big league pitcher. And then 

on top of that, when you get to the big leagues, you want to win a World Series. That is your dream. You go in the 

backyard, as a kid, you're not dreaming of pitching a game in May at home." 

 

Colorado dropped Game 1 of the best-of-5 series 3-2 in 10 innings Thursday night. 

 

The Brewers were 24-19 against left-handed starters this season, but only 16-17 before rosters expanded Sept. 1. Now 

both teams are back to using 25 men. 

 

"As it relates to the Brewers, we saw some of the numbers. On any given day, anything can happen, but I think it's more 

about how we feel about our pitcher and not so much about the opposition," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "I think 

with Tyler, he's been one of our guys, even though you look at... he had a tough August, but he had a really good June 

and July, and he's been one of the mainstays in our rotation." 

 

Jhoulys Chacin will start Game 2 for the Brewers, whose lineup won't include lefty Eric Thames, who was left off the 

team's NLDS roster along with pitching mainstays Chase Anderson and Zach Davies. 

 

"It came down to, as much as anything, Domingo [Santana] has just played so well over the course of this month and 

done this job so well," Brewers manager Craig Counsell said of the Thames decision. "That ended up being the bigger 

factor." 

 

The Rockies chose to leave Opening Day starter Jon Gray off the playoff roster as he's struggled in September, compiling 

a 7.20 ERA. 
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"With Jon, we decided on [Antonio] Senzatela today, Tyler tomorrow, and then whatever order with Kyle [Freeland] and 

German [Marquez]," Black said. "And we felt as though these were the four guys that we were going to pitch in this 

series." 
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Brewers early strategy can be Rockies long-term advantage 
Drew Creasman | BSNDenver.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE – The Colorado Rockies were very nearly completely dominated in the first game of the NLDS by the 

Milwaukee Brewers. 

 

They managed just one hit over eight innings while the Brew Crew ran out flamethrower after flamethrower in an 

impressive display of the quality of their own bullpen? 

 

But in a best-of-five series, did they play their cards too soon and fly too close to the sun? 

 

While still stewing in the frustration of the 3-2 loss in extra innings, the Rockies clubhouse was surprisingly upbeat 

afterward with multiple players going to that old truism to remind us that nobody was going to “hang their heads.” Charlie 

Blackmon channeled Douglass Adams: “Don’t Panic.” 

 

But this isn’t a story about a moral victory or a mental win on behalf of a team that looked down and ought but still fought 

with all their hearts. That’s nice, and still to some degree true, but baseball games between two teams of this caliber tend 

to be won on talent, scouting, approach, strategy, and timing. 

 

By using so many relievers in the first contest, the Brewers may have just given the Rockies the roadmap on how to beat 

them in the next four. 

 

To a man, Blackmon, Nolan Arenado, and Trevor Story all admitted that seeing a different pitcher in each at-bat caused 

them a bit of trouble. But each man also insisted that they now have a chance to turn that decision into a major advantage 

for their offense. 

 

I asked Story if the Rockies might be able to take more confidence against this bullpen moving forward. 

 

“Yeah, I think so. It’s tough, they have a really good bullpen. But like you said, we’ve seen them. We’ve seen them before 

too but the more recently you’ve seen guys you get that refresher and can make a plan of attack,” Story said. 
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Blackmon concurred, going a bit further. 

 

“It makes it difficult when you see a different guy every inning but it’s risky on their part. I feel like a lot of times those late-

inning guys can rely on not being seen that often and guys don’t have a whole lot of time to make adjustments because 

they may only face them two or three times a year,” he said. “We should get to face them two or three times in a series, so 

that should help the offense.” 

 

Arenado was in lock-step. 

 

“I think it’s a good thing. Especially going into tomorrow. You feel more comfortable the more you face someone, that’s 

just how that goes. We saw them, we know what they have. It’s plus stuff, it’s good stuff, but we’ll be ready for it,” Arenado 

said. 

 

It’s tempting to throw Game 1 into the category of “Rockies offensive woes” and there is absolutely some legitimacy to 

that; some swings need to be tightened up and some patience must be instilled. But there is also no arguing that this is an 

offense that always performs better the more information they have. 

 

This is the first time these Rockies have been in a position like this. The strategy that must be employed when you will see 

a team up to five times in a row has to be a bit different than it is over the 162 games season which can be a 

phenomenally difficult adjustment to make. 

 

Furthermore, Cory Knebel, Josh Hader, Jeremy Jeffress and the rest aren’t going to get magically worse anytime soon. 

But there is no way around the fact that the Brewers showed the Rockies a lot in the first game. And they almost had it 

bite them right away as they could have run out of pitchers had the game gone much longer. 

 

It’s up to Colorado to use the information they now have and make them pay for it. 
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Rockies force extras but lose heartbreaker in first game of NLDS 
Drew Creasman | BSNDenver.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE – The first game of the NLDS was always going to be a strange match-up on paper. 

 

Colorado sent their least experienced starter, Antonio Senzatela, to the hill and Milwaukee countered by planning out a 

bullpen game from the start. 

 

As it turned out, neither strategy could be argued too heavily as Senzatela did a great job outside of a shaky first and one 

bad pitch to the should-be MVP of the NL. But the combination of Brewers pitchers, all of whom seemed to have a feel for 

the exact edges of the strike zone, managed to hold the Rockies offense to just one hit through the first eight innings. 

 

But baseball games are not eight innings long. 

 

Colorado forced extras with an inspiring late rally but had their hearts broken in the 10th by a 3-2 loss. 

 

After setting down the first two Brewers on four pitches, Ryan Braun came up with the first hit of the game on a groundball 

through the left side. He moved up on a wild pitch then tried to score all the way from second on another one. 

 

But catcher Chris Iannetta calmly fielded the ball and threw it to Senzatela who easily tagged Braun out at the plate. With 

the Rockies’ 23-year-old starter looking shaky in his first postseason appearance, that was a gift that ended the frame 

scoreless. 

 

With one out in the third, Senzatela threw some borderline pitches to Lorenzo Cain but couldn’t get the call, walking him in 

front of the most dangerous hitter in the National League. Christian Yelich wasted no time in making him pay for it, 

launching a first-pitch change-up into the stratosphere for a no-doubt two-run homer. 

 

That score held with the Rockies only managing a two-out triple from Carlos Gonzalez in the fifth. 
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The Brewers had a chance to earn some insurance runs after a walk from Yelich and a single from Braun put runners at 

the corners with nobody out against rookie Harrison Musgrave. But the young lefty came back to strike out Travis Shaw 

and Keon Broxton before intentionally walking Mike Moustakas and giving way to Scott Oberg. 

 

Oberg got a weak grounder to short from Manny Pina to leave ’em loaded with the score still at 2-0, Brewers. 

 

Then, after looking half-dead all game, the Rockies offense sprung to life. 

 

Gerardo Parra, pinch-hitting for Iannetta, lofted a soft single to right, just like the one that set up the dramatic win in 

Chicago and Matt Holliday followed with a second straight single (Rockies’ hits two and three on the day) to put a pair 

aboard with nobody out. 

 

It looked for a moment that Charlie Blackmon had tied the game up with a ground-rule double down the right-field line but 

it was ruled foul upon video review. Blackmon settled himself and still found a way to hit one through the right side for a 

single, scoring Parra from second. 

 

DJ LeMahieu followed with a slow roller toward shortstop but Orlando Arcia got caught trying to make a quick play and 

lost the ball under his glove for an error that loaded the bases, still with nobody away. 

 

Nolan Arenado fell behind Jeremy Jeffress 0-2 but lifted the third pitch into straightaway center field for a sac fly that tied 

the game at two. It also moved Blackmon to third but he tried to tag and score on a grounder to first from David Dahl and 

was thrown out. 

 

Adam Ottavino, who worked a clean inning in the ninth, stayed on for the 10th and got ahead of Yelich 0-2 but couldn’t 

find the punchout pitch and ended up walking the leadoff man. A wild pitch in the ensuing encounter with Braun moved 

him over to second and brought the home crowd roaring to life. 

 

With the noise level as high as it had been all game, Otto found some of his best stuff and bounced back to strike out 

Braun. The Rockies intentionally passed on Travis Shaw, putting the double play in order and Ottavino got a groundball 
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from pinch-hitter Curtis Granderson but it wasn’t hit hard enough, and Colorado was shifted, having to settle for the 

second out and nothing more. 

 

He worked ahead of Mike Moustakas to an 0-2 count and it  looked like he had him struck out on a high fastball but the 

third baseman just managed a foul tip to keep the at-bat and inning alive. On the very next pitch, in a similar spot, he lined 

a single to right for the win. 

 

This one hurt for the Rockies but they did some damage that may last throughout the series against the Brewers bullpen 

and can come back on Friday knowing they can beat these guys with just a slightly better performance. 
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Rockies can’t complete extra-inning comeback in NLDS Game 1 loss to Brewers 
Aniello Piro | MileHighSports.com | October 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE, WI. – The Colorado Rockies lost to the Milwaukee Brewers in a 10-inning Game One of the National 

League Division Series on Thursday by a 3-2 margin that gives the top-seeded Brewers an edge in the abbreviated, five-

game series. 

 

The story of the game was the Rockies’ offense – or the lack thereof – through the first eight innings. The Rockies had all 

of one hit until the ninth inning, when they scored two of Brewers receiver Jeremy Jeffress to send the game to extra 

frames. 

 

Following the completion of Colorado’s win over the Chicago Cubs in the National League Wild Card game, leadoff man 

Charlie Blackmon was adamant about how his club needed to start producing more runs. Offense is supposed to be the 

Rockies’ specialty, but so far in the postseason, the offense has been the Rockies’ weakest link by far – and the concern 

is very real. 

 

Starting pitcher Antonio Senzatela was up and down in his start, but did enough to keep Colorado within striking distance 

of Milwaukee. Senzatela was clearly filled with adrenaline in the opening inning as he nearly allowed a run to score, 

throwing two wild pitches in the opening frame. Ryan Braun gifted the Rockies the third out of the inning by running into 

an out at the plate when trying to score on the second wild pitch of the inning. 

 

National League MVP candidate Christian Yelich tagged Senzatela in the bottom of the third inning, blasting a monster, 

two-run home run to left center field to establishing a 2-0 lead for the Brewers that would almost hold up for the entire 

game. 

 

Outside of the home run, Senzatela delivered a solid start for the Rockies, logging five innings, and allowing two runs on 

three hits while walking two batters and throwing two wild pitches. 

 

The Rockies’ offense was simply putrid through the first eight innings. The first hit of the ballgame for Colorado did not 

come until the fifth inning, where Carlos Gonzalez ripped a two-out triple. Ian Desmond followed by grounding out to the 

pitcher on the first pitch of his at-bat. 
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The Rockies’ offense seemed on edge throughout the afternoon as there was a clear lack of discipline within a majority of 

their at-bats. Time after time, it appeared as if the Rockies’ batters were constantly behind in the count, missing pitches to 

hit, or frustrated with the strike zone of the home plate umpire. 

 

Regardless of what happened, Thursday’s game exploited Colorado’s offense and their recent inability to generate any 

sort of life on the basepaths. The Brewers did deploy an “opener”, meaning they did not roll out a traditional starting 

pitcher for the game, but rather relied on a medley of relief pitchers to work through the initial nine innings. 

 

The triple by Gonzalez was the only hit of the game for Colorado through the first eight innings. The Rockies did manage 

to work two walks in the game; however, both base runners were eventually thrown out trying to swipe second base. 

 

The Rockies found some life in the ninth inning, which began with back-to-back pinch-hit singles from Gerardo Parra and 

Matt Holliday. Charlie Blackmon then singled home a run to make the score 2-1. 

 

DJ LeMahieu followed by hitting a ground ball to shortstop Orlando Arcia that he misplayed, allowing Colorado to load the 

bases with no outs. Nolan Arenado then hit a sacrifice fly to center field, plating the tying run to even the game at two runs 

apiece. 

 

The Rockies still had runners in scoring position with one out but were unable to score the go-ahead run as Blackmon 

was tagged out in a pickle and Trevor Story struck out swinging on three pitches that were not even remotely close to the 

strike zone. Colorado was pressing and the Brewers sensed it; Milwaukee was able to keep the game knotted up entering 

the bottom of the ninth. 

 

Adam Ottavino issued a leadoff walk to Yelich in the bottom of the 10th, who later Yelich advanced to second base on a 

wild pitch, and eventually scored when Mike Moustakas hit a game-winning single to right field on a 0-2 pitch from 

Ottavino that was surprisingly in the strike zone at all. 

 

Game 2 of the NLDS will be played in Milwaukee on Friday afternoon. 
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Rockies vs. Brewers: Why German Márquez should start game 2 on short rest 
There are two big reasons 
Eric Garcia | PurpleRow.com | Oct 5, 2018 
 

Tyler Anderson is set to start game two of the NLDS tonight. But, because the Rockies lost the first game of the series, 

that may not be the right strategy. Instead, it may be better to opt for German Márquez on short rest. There are two simple 

reasons: Márquez is better and more reliable than Anderson, and starting Márquez on Friday sets up the rotation for the 

remainder of the series remarkably well. 

 

Anderson has had an up and down season, and he may be getting the start on Friday because his most recent swing has 

been “up.” He only gave up four runs in his final three starts of 2018, spanning 19 2⁄3 innings. Contrast that to the three 

starts prior: 13 runs allowed in 8 2⁄3 innings. In the up stretch, Anderson also only allowed one home run. That’s 

particularly notable because Anderson has been prone to the long ball this season. Instead of slicing up his season in 

starts of three, we can simply note that Anderson allowed 30 home runs over the course of the season, which was tied for 

most in the National League. The Brewers hit the second most home runs in 2018, behind the Dodgers. 

 

Márquez, in contrast, hasn’t had a bad start since late June and has put together one of the best pitched seasons in team 

history. If Márquez were to get the nod for Friday’s game, he’d be going on short rest; however, he only threw 84 pitches 

in that game. That’s a full start, and the rest would still be short, but he’d very likely be ready to go if asked. 

 

Most significantly, starting Márquez on short rest Friday would set up the rotation in the best possible way for the 

remainder of the series. Here’s how it currently stands: 

 

Friday: Tyler Anderson 

Saturday: Off 

Sunday: German Márquez 

Monday: Kyle Freeland 

Tuesday: Off 

Wednesday: ?? 

 

Here’s how it could shake out: 
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Friday: Márquez (three-days rest) 

Saturday: Off 

Sunday: Kyle Freeland (full rest) 

Monday: Tyler Anderson 

Tuesday: Off 

Wednesday: Márquez (full rest) 

 

If Márquez pitches on short rest Friday, he’d be available to start a potential game five on full rest next week. If he pitches 

on Sunday, as he’s currently scheduled, he would, at best, be available out of the bullpen for a potential game five. The 

way it’s currently set up — Márquez on Sunday and Freeland on Monday — both pitchers will probably start one game 

during the series rather than a combined three. 

 

If the Rockies lose Friday, they’ll be in an even bigger bind. If they’re down 2-0, Sunday becomes a must win game. 

Would they still go with Márquez, or would they switch to Freeland? If Márquez and the Rockies get swept, that would 

mean Freeland wouldn’t even get a start, or possibly even pitch, throughout the entire series. That’s not ideal. 

 

As it is, if the Rockies lose tonight, my guess is that they’ll go with Freeland on Sunday in a must win game, and that 

means Márquez might not get a chance to pitch in the series. And because starting Anderson Friday probably increases 

the likelihood of a loss, it makes a lot of sense for the Rockies to make sure they’re best pitchers pitch and start Márquez 

on short rest. 
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Rockies vs. Brewers: Start time, TV channel, lineups, and live stream info for Game 2 of the NLDS 
Tyler Anderson vs. Jhoulys Chacin starting at 4:15 pm ET (2:15 pm MT) on FS1 
Adam Peterson | PurpleRow.com | Oct 5, 2018 
 

The Rockies and Brewers take the field for Game 2 of the National League Division Series on Friday afternoon in the 

second game of a postseason quadruple-header. The Rockies will try to even the series after dropping the first game 3-2 

in ten innings on Thursday. 

 

The Details 

Time: 4:15 p.m. ET (2:15 p.m. MT) 

 

Location: Miller Park, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

 

TV: FS1, FOX Deportes 

 

Streaming: Fox Sports GO; YouTubeTV (subscription required; free trial available); fuboTV (7-day free trial) 

 

Radio: KOA 850 AM/94.1 FM; KNDV 1150 AM (Spanish) (in Colorado), stream on MLB At Bat app 

 

The Rockies offense spent eight innings napping in Game 1 only to come back with two in the top of the ninth against 

super-closer Jeremy Jeffress to tie it. Alas, a walk and a single in the bottom of the 10th doomed them and the Brewers 

have a 1-0 series lead in the NLDS. 

 

Don’t let that overshadow the pitching on both sides, though. Antonio Senzatela and five Rockies relievers were able to 

limit the Brewers to seven hits, including the two-run bomb off the bat of Christian Yelich in the bottom of the third that 

gave the Brewers the lead. Meanwhile, manager Craig Counsell’s bullpen game worked wonders for the Brewers; four 

pitchers combined to hold the Rockies to one hit over eight innings before Jeffress came in and allowed three straight hits, 

an error, and a sac fly to allow the Rockies to tie it. 

 

The excellent pitching in Game 1 makes my prediction from yesterday seem rather silly. The question for today will be, 

after using their best relievers to piece together the game yesterday, who will be available today. 
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Starting Pitchers 

Tyler Anderson gets the call today for the Rockies to make his 33rd start of 2018. He’s 7-9 with a 4.55 ERA, 8.3 K/9 and 

3.0 BB/9 in 176 innings this year. He’s done enough to keep the Rockies in the game in the month of September but 

looked dominant on Sunday, throwing 7 2⁄3 shutout innings with four hits and five strikeouts against the Nationals en route 

to a 12-0 victory. He’s faced four times as many rightes as lefties this season but those lefties are .283/.338/.490 against 

him in 157 plate appearances, compared to just .234/.304/.437 for righties. In his last start against the Brewers on August 

4, he allowed seven runs in just four innings. 

 

Old friend Jhoulys Chacin takes the mound for the Brewers, just three days after throwing 5 2⁄3 innings in the NL Central 

Tiebreaker game on Monday. Chacin has been Milwaukee’s best starting pitcher in 2018, posting a 15-8 record with a 

3.50 ERA over 191 2⁄3 innings. However, since he is on short rest, Chacin may not make be expected to make it through 

the Rockies lineup more than twice, perhaps even once, before ceding to the bullpen. 

 

Lineups 

Chacin allowed a wOBA of .234 against righties this season compared to .338 wOBA for lefties, so we might see Bud 

Black start Tony Wolters behind the plate. Otherwise, it’s likely we see the same lineup from Thursday. 

 

Longtime Purple Row readers know this by now but don’t be fooled by the announcers’ proclamations of a “prolific” 

Rockies offense that finished second in runs scored in 2018. The Rockies were 22nd in baseball with a non-pitcher wRC+ 

of 94, and it showed at times yesterday. If they don’t want to go down 0-2 heading back to Denver, the Rockies will have 

to find a way to score more than two runs. 

 

The Brewers, meanwhile, were able to squeeze out seven hits and seven walks from the Rockies pitching staff on 

Thursday, getting traffic on the bases in seven of the ten innings, leaving 10 on base over the course of the game. The 

Rockies will need to either figure out how to limit traffic or continue stranding it in order to keep a good offense (non-

pitcher 104 wRC+) down. 

 

As soon as lineups are posted online this post will be updated with the tweets at the bottom. 
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Bullpen 

The Rockies played most of Game 1 from behind, meaning their top relievers (Scott Oberg, Seunghwan Oh, Wad Davis) 

will likely be fully available on Friday. Adam Ottavino, who gave up the game-winning hit on Thursday, threw 30 pitches in 

the process and would probably have very little availability, if any. Lefties Chris Rusin and Harrison Musgrave threw 23 

and 22 pitches, respectively, and are also both unlikely to be available. 

 

Despite throwing a “bullpen day” Thursday, the Brewers are probably in good shape heading into Friday’s game. Brandon 

Woodruff and Corbin Burnes are both likely out for Thursday after throwing 48 pitches and 26 pitches to get the Brewers 

through the first five innings. It will be interesting to see how Counsell manages the workload of Corey Knebel (25 pitches 

in Game 1) and Josh Hader (20). Closer Jeremy Jeffress struggled in his inning on the mound, allowing the Rockies to tie 

the game (he missed the tiebreaker game with an undisclosed illness). How much Counsell has to lean on these guys will 

depend on how far into the game Chacin can take them. 

 

Prediction 

This isn’t a “do-or-die” game like the Rockies faced on Tuesday, but a a loss would put them on the brink of elimination 

and so Friday’s game is incredibly important. Tyler Anderson will need to maintain his string of good starts (just four runs 

allowed in his last 19 2⁄3 innings over three starts) and Chacin will go as long as possible. Whoever blinks first could hold 

that advantage through the end of the game. 
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Rockies Starting Starters in Bid for World Championship 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsidetheSeams.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

When the NL Division Series between the Rockies and Brewers unfolds at Miller Park on Thursday, Antonio Senzatela, 

who emerged as the Rockies third starter in recent weeks, will get the start against the Brewers and Brandon Woodruff, 

the first piece in the bullpen plan the Brewers have turned to for the opening game of the best-of-five series. 

 

Old School vs. New School? 

 

Not really. 

 

More than a philosophy, what the matchup represents is two teams, both looking at what presents their best chance to 

advance to the NLCS, and staying as close as possible to the approach each followed during the season. 

 

“I think it is more talent,” Rockies manager Bud Black replied when asked if the approach is talent or –old school 

philosophy. “I think if you have those types of pitchers, who have the talent to work their way through six, seven innings, 

three times through a lineup, and you feel good about where they are stamina-wise, stuff-wise, still having the ability to 

make pitches, when you get to pitch 90 or pitch 110, I think over the long haul of the regular season, that still works.” 

 

Truth of the matter is the way a team handles a pitching staff is more about the pitchers on that staff than computer 

readouts. 

 

What catches outsiders off guard is that the Rockies rotation led the National League with 932 innings pitched, and 

ranked second with 59 wins for the starters, who had a .587 winning percentage, also second in the NL. And they used 

only seven pitchers to start a game in the regular season. 

 

In the dugout along the first base line at Miller Park, the Brewers rotation ranked 12th in the NL in innings pitched, tied for 

ninth with 54 wins and seventh among NL rotations with a .540 winning percentage. And they used 11 starting pitchers. 

 

Both teams, however, got the post-season, even if they followed a different path. 
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Hey, the Astros are the poster children of analytics, ranked ahead of the Rockies and behind only the Indians, with a 

rotation that worked 955 1/3 innings.  

 

Now, the planets are not aligned perfectly for the Rockies. With German Marquez starting Monday’s Game 163 against 

the Dodgers, and Kyle Freeland on the mound for the start of Tuesday’s Wild-Card Game, Black’s top two starters won’t 

be ready to pitch again until the NLDS heads to Colorado for Games 3 and a possible Game 4 on Sunday and Monday. 

 

So he will go with Senzatela in Game 1 and Tyler Anderson in Game 2, skipping over Jon Gray, who was left off the 

rotation, from a rotation that featured four members originally signed by the organization. Marquez was a prospect 

acquired from Tampa Bay who spent a year in the Rockies system, and Senzatela was signed by the Rockies out of 

Venezuela at the age of 16.  

 

The Rockies also used Jeff Hoffman in the rotation briefly, and became the first team since the 2010 Tampa Bay Rays to 

exclusively used starting pitchers who had never pitched at the big-league level with another organization, according to 

Elias News Bureau. 

 

It also is  the only rotation in MLB in which three of the primary starting pitchers in 2018 were first-round draft picks – 

Anderson, 20th overall, in 2011; Gray, third overall in 2013, and Freeland, eighth overall in 2014. 

 

The Brewers, meanwhile, featured only one home-grown out of the five players who started at least 15 games for them 

during the regular season – Brent Suter. 

 

And the Rockies are young. Chad Bettis, 29, who was moved into the bullpen early in August, is the oldest pitcher to start 

a game for the Rockies this year. Anderson is 28, and Gray 26. Freeland and Jeff Hoffman, who made two starts and 

spent the rest of the year at Triple-A Albuquerque, are 25. Marquez and Senzatela are 23. 

 

Now, Black isn’t looking at a post-season like the one he pitched in for the Royals when the franchise won its first World 

Championship in 1985. He was the fourth of the four starters used by manager Dick Howser.  The Royals rotation worked 

55 1/3 of the 62 innings pitched in that World Series. While Black worked only six in his one start, Bret Saberhagen threw 

two complete games. Charlie Leibrandt worked 16 1/3 innings, and Danny Jackson worked 16 innings. 
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That Royals’ team used its bullpen for fewer innings than any team that won a world championship in seven or more 

games. The only teams that played seven  or more World Series games and had lower bullpen workloads lost – the 1912 

Giants (4 innings), 1931 A’s (5 innings), 1925 Senators 5 2/3 innings), and 1958 Braves (6 innings). 

 

“In the current game the bullpen plays a huge part of successful post-seasons,” said Black. “Going back to my playing 

days, it was a different era when starting pitchers threw complete games. … It’s a different ballgame now. The 

specialization has taken over, and the bullpen usage is way different. 

 

“Now, some of these playoff teams have certain types of pitchers who can really be dominating, the Verlanders and Sales, 

and we feel like on a given night, some of our guys might, too.” 

 

The Brewers, meanwhile, have more of a patchwork rotation, relying on an offense that can score runs in a hurry, and 

bullpen depth. The Brewers not only used 11 different pitchers as a starter during the regular season, but seven of them 

made 13 or more starts.  

 

“We’re trying to get away from what the words starter and reliever mean,” said Brewers manager Craig Counsell. “We 

really think every one of the guys (on the post-season pitching staff) is going to pitch significant innings. 

 

“Jhoulys Chacin is going to pitch Game 2, so we’re going to go back to a starter in Game 2, but we’re not going to 

probably ask as much as we’d ask a starter in the regular season to do.” 

 

It is all about maximizing the impact of the assets. For starters, the Rockies have an edge. Time will tell if it gives them an 

edge in the series. 
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DJ Johnson's Dream Season Continues; On Rockies NLDS Roster 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsidetheSeams.com | Oct. 5, 2018 
 

A month ago, DJ Johnson was finishing up his ninth year in pro ball, pitching for the Rockies Triple-A Albuquerque 

affiliate, getting ready to go home for a few weeks before going to winter ball in the Dominican Republic so he could 

supplement his minor-league salary. 

 

So much for that idea. 

 

First, Johnson received a September call-up, and then he pitched so well that when the Rockies open the NL Division 

Series against the Brewers in Milwaukee on Thursday, Johnson will be in uniform, on the Rockies roster, and ready to 

answer any call he gets to warm up in the bullpen. 

 

In finalizing their 25-man roster, the Rockies also included infielders Ryan McMahon and Garrett Hampson, also 

September call-ups. 

 

They, however, did not include Jake McGee and Bryan Shaw, relievers signed to three-year, $27 million contracts in the 

off-season who struggled during the regular season, as well as starting pitcher Jon Gray, the odd man out among the five 

starters in light of plans to go with a four-man starting staff. 

 

The roster can be adjusted after the Division Series if the Rockies advance to the NL Championship Series.  

 

Other players from the September roster who were not included on the 25-man Division Series roster include infielder Pat 

Valaika, catchers Drew Butera and Tom Murphy, and outfielders Noel Cuevas and Raimel Tapia. 

 

Originally signed by the Rays in 2010 as an undrafted player out of Western Oregon, where he was a pitcher, Johnson 

has pitched in the Rays, Angels, Twins, D-Backs and Rockies organizations, as well as for teams in independent leagues. 

 

He pitched at the Triple-A level for the first time in his career in 2018, his ninth year in pro ball. 
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MLB playoffs: Mike Moustakas, a little luck, give Brewers early break against Rockies 
Nancy Armour | USA TODAY | Oct. 4, 2018  
 

MILWAUKEE -- This wasn’t a game the Milwaukee Brewers had to win so much as one they couldn’t lose. 

 

Momentum is an unquantifiable yet imperative thing, especially in a short series like this. Had the Brewers lost, having 

played near perfect until blowing a two-out lead in the ninth, well, it would have been deflating, the kind of defeat that 

lingers long after the game ends. But winning, and doing it in such dramatic fashion, that’s going to be the kind of boost a 

team can ride like a wave.  

 

“We could not not win that game,” Ryan Braun said after the Brewers scratched out a 3-2 victory over the Colorado 

Rockies on Mike Moustakas’ RBI single in the10th. 

 

“We know how good they are, we know how good they are at home,” Braun added. “So that was just a game we couldn’t 

lose. Fortunately, we didn’t.” 

 

Game 2 of the best-of-five NL Division Series is Friday afternoon. 

 

To win a title -- heck, sometimes just to win a game – you need some breaks. Talent and savvy and focus, too, of course. 

But things can turn in the smallest of moments, and you have to hope a few of those fall in your favor. 

 

They did for the Brewers early on. Thanks to an early two-run homer by Christian Yelich – c’mon, who else did you think it 

would be – and a sparkling performance by their bullpen, which combined to allow just one measly hit through the first 

eight innings, Milwaukee was cruising. 

 

Sure, they might have blown the opportunity to tack on a couple of extra runs, leaving runners in scoring position in the 

seventh and eighth innings. But this isn’t soccer or football, where how much you score has an impact. The end result is 

all that matters. 

 

Until that result changes. 
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Jeremy Jeffress, who’s been so solid for Milwaukee, gave up singles to the first three batters in the ninth inning, including 

Charlie Blackmon’s run-scoring drive into right field. Nolan Arenado followed with a sac fly to tie the score. 

 

Even then, it could have been worse. Blackmon initially hit what looked like an RBI double to the deep corner in right. But 

replays showed it had gone foul by centimeters, and the call was overturned. 

 

“If that lands, (it’s) second and third with nobody out and one run already scored,” Yelich said. “They always say it’s a 

game of inches, and today it really was.” 

 

Other teams might not have fared as well after such a swing in momentum. Been able to put the inning behind them and 

focus on the game they could still win rather than the one they had almost lost. 

 

But the Brewers are nothing if not resilient. This is, after all, the team that was five games behind the Chicago Cubs on 

Sept. 2 yet wound up as NL Central champions. 

 

“We’ve been down a lot but never been out,” Curtis Granderson said, “and you saw that again tonight.” 

 

It started, of course, with Yelich. He quickly fell behind Adam Ottavino 0-2, yet kept grinding away until he was on first 

base with a full-count walk. He took second on a wild pitch. 

 

The Rockies opted to pitch to Travis Shaw to set up the force out, which they got on Granderson’s grounder. But it also 

meant the Brewers now had runners at the corners, leaving the Rockies no choice but to pitch to Moustakas.    

 

That would be the same Moustakas who has six homers and 15 RBI in the postseason. The same Moustakas who helped 

the Royals win the World Series a few years back. 

 

The same Moustakas who soon made the Rockies pay, lofting the ball into right field for the game-winning run. 

 

“Look, Moose has been in those spots,” Brewers manager Craig Counsell said. “You try not to make the situation too big, 

and he did a great job of it and finally got a pitch to hit.” 
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Sometimes you get lucky, and the breaks fall your way. And sometimes you win a game you absolutely cannot lose. 
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Feeling the Rocktober grind of four games in five days, Colorado’s running off postseason adrenaline 
“We’re hanging in there,” Black said. “It’s been a rough stretch the last three or four days, but I think the day off 
yesterday helped.” 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE — Four games in five days. Four cities. Three time zones. 

 

No major league franchise has played in that many cities in that few days and against that many teams since the 1922 

Phillies, but there’s no time to rest for the Rockies. Colorado must rally off the mat from its second consecutive extra-

innings affair, this one a 3-2 loss to the Brewers on Thursday in Game 1 of the National League division series. 

 

Rockies manager Bud Black believes there’s still more in the tank for his team amid the physically and emotionally 

exhausting road trip that’s spanned nearly 2,700 miles. 

 

“We’re hanging in there,” Black said. “It’s been a rough stretch the last three or four days, but I think the day off yesterday 

helped, and I think the postseason energizes players, so we’re fine.” 

Colorado began its Rocktober grind on Sunday with a 12-0 victory over Washington at Coors Field to force Monday’s NL 

West tiebreaker game against the Dodgers in Los Angeles. 

 

After falling in that game, a deflating 5-2 loss, Colorado had little time to process the defeat. The Rockies immediately 

took a late-night charter to Chicago. On Tuesday night, Colorado outlasted the Cubs in a 13-inning thriller lasting nearly 

five hours that finished just past midnight central time Wednesday. 

 

Outfielder Charlie Blackmon admits feeling the effects of the past few days. 

 

“Physically, I felt really terrible during the wild card game,” Blackmon said. “Having the day off yesterday, I don’t feel good, 

but I don’t feel bad. So I feel like a baseball player, and 90 percent of the games are played somewhere in the middle (of 

that grind). I look forward to being right there tomorrow.” 

 

Blackmon added the intensity of this week’s games, plus the pressurized final week-plus of the regular season which 

preceded it, has forced the players to dig deeper to stay focused. 
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“We were flying all over the place, and we were (one of) the only teams to play 10 games in a row to close the regular 

season,” Blackmon said. “The problem is, after we played 10 to close the regular season and then after everybody’s tired, 

you start adding super high-leverage games on top of that.” 
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Colorado Rockies: 2019 could see two young shortstops in 30/30 club 
Richard Heaton | CalltothePen.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

The Colorado Rockies have a great shortstop in Trevor Story. Next year he could be one of two shortstops with 30 home 

runs and stolen bases. 

 

When it comes to home runs and stolen bases, very few players are better than Trevor Story and Adalberto Mondesi. This 

year, both Mookie Betts and Jose Ramirez joined the 30/30 club and next year, the Colorado Rockies and and Kansas 

City Royals shortstops might reach the milestone. 

 

The last time that a shortstop reached the milestone was a decade ago. In 2008, Hanley Ramirez hit 33 home runs and 

stole 35 bases. Having two shortstops reach the milestone in the same year would be quite a feat. 

 

Neither Story nor Mondesi have done it in 2018 but have improved a lot and should be able to make it into the club in 

2019 if they stay healthy. 

 

First we have Trevor Story. He had an amazing season, easily the best of his career so far. In 157 games, he hit nearly 40 

home runs . For someone who hit so many home runs, he had a lot of stolen bases as well. 

 

Out of all the players who hit at least 25 home runs, only three others also stole 25 or more bases. In total, he hit 37 home 

runs and stole 27 bases. Even though he only missed five games, there’s still room to improve. 

 

Story has always been a home run hitter, but not really much of a threat when it came to stealing bases. But, his steals 

are really on the rise. He stole just 15 bases in his first 242 games. During his last 157 games, he stole 27. 

 

It should be possible for Story to steal a couple extra bases next year, especially if his average continues to rise. Next 

season, he could end up with 32 to 35 home runs and 30 to 33 stolen bases throughout the year. 

 

Then you have Mondesi. He had a spectacular season despite coming up in the middle of June. His first two seasons 

weren’t great but it looks like his 2019 season could be amazing if he plays the whole season. In 2018, he played in 75 

games yet hit 14 home runs and stole 32 bases. 
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He played less than half the season yet stole just 13 fewer bases than teammate Whit Merrifield, who led the league with 

45. 

 

For each game this postseason, you will find a “game thread” here on Call To The Pen. This will be a spot that you can 

count on fans of the game to be around for chat on the game as it happens throughout the MLB playoffs in the month of 

October, all the way through the World Series. 

 

After both teams participated in a game 163 on Monday, the Brewers have been able to rest to prepare for this game, 

while the Rockies had to turn around and play again on Tuesday against the Chicago Cubs in the NL Wild Card to earn 

their spot in this series. 

 

Both teams have dynamic offenses that can be explosive but can also disappear at times, leaning on their pitching. 

Interestingly, the strong pitching for the Colorado Rockies is in their rotation after spending heavily in their bullpen over the 

2017/2018 offseason. The Brewers’ pitching focus is in their bullpen, which is one of the deepest in all of the game. 

 

For the Brewers 

The Brewers plan on dipping into that bullpen to open the MLB playoffs on Thursday. They’ve announced Brandon 

Woodruff as their starter Thursday against Colorado, and Woodruff has been working out of the bullpen most frequently. 

 

While Woodruff’s stats on the 2018 season were mediocre (3.61 ERA, 1.18 WHIP, 14/47 BB/K over 42 1/3 IP), his work in 

the final month of the season was electric as Woodruff pitched multiple innings as a reliever, making 7 appearances, 

throwing 12 1/3 innings, with a 0.73 ERA, 1.05 WHIP, and a 3/16 BB/K ratio. He’ll likely get 2-3 innings max before turning 

things over, very feasibly to one of the other starters on the roster for another 2 innings before hopefully handing things off 

to that dominant back-end of the bullpen. 

 

The Brewers announced lineup: 

1. Lorenzo Cain, CF 

2. Christian Yelich, RF 

3. Ryan Braun, LF 
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4. Travis Shaw, 2B 

5. Jesus Aguilar, 1B 

6. Mike Moustakas, 3B 

7. Manny Pina, C 

8. Orlando Arcia, SS 

9. Brandon Woodruff, P 

 

For the Rockies 

One of the brilliant young arms that debuted in 2017 for the Rockies, Antonio Senzatela did not have the same level of 

success in 2018 as he did in 2017 overall, owing some of that to injury and some to role. 

 

Senzatela opened the 2018 season in the bullpen, but after a month, he was sent down. He returned in July, and he was 

even better than 2017 in his time as a starter from July to the end of the season, making 13 starts, tossing 73 innings, with 

a 3.95 ERA, 1.30 WHIP, and 24/55 BB/K ratio. 

 

Over his final half-dozen starts, Senzatela has been even better, with 33 2/3 innings over 6 starts, posting a 2.94 ERA, 

1.28 WHIP, and 10/27 BB/K ratio, giving the Rockies the confidence to give him the ball in the opening game of their MLB 

playoffs series. 

 

The Rockies announced lineup: 

1. Charlie Blackmon, CF 

2. DJ LeMahieu, 2B 

3. Nolan Arenado, 3B 

4. David Dahl, LF 

5. Trevor Story, SS 

6. Carlos Gonzalez, RF 

7. Ian Desmond, 1B 

8. Chris Iannetta, C 

9. Antonio Senzatela, P 
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Colorado Rockies general manager a Whitefish Bay native 
Ben Hutchinson | WISN.com | Oct 3, 2018 
 

WHITEFISH BAY, Wis. — 

The Colorado Rockies general manager is coming home, in a sense, for the National League Division Series.  

 

Jeff Bridich grew up in Whitefish Bay and played baseball at Marquette University High School, then Harvard. 

 

His dad, Rick Bridish, taught at MUHS, and coached his sons on the baseball team. They were at the Rockies' wild card 

win in Chicago and shared a hug, and congratulations with Jeff Bridich. 

 

"He's always very appreciative of where he's at and all the family's efforts that have supported him in any way, shape or 

form," Rick Bridich said. 

 

After working for Major League Baseball for four years, the Rockies called. He's been with the organization 14 years and 

worked his way up to general manger. 

 

"He's always been a very good student and ambitious," said his mother, Mardi Bridich. "So he just took what they offered 

him and ran with it, and he's worked very hard." 

 

It's family first for the Bridiches. They're hoping the Rockies win, but they still will always hold a place in their hearts for the 

Brewers. 
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Paul Klee: "Chuck chalk" shows thin line between Rockies losing Game 1 and winning NLDS 
Paul Klee | Gazette.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

MILWAUKEE • The difference between winning and losing in the postseason, it turns out, is roughly the width of the 5-

year-old Chapstick that lives in your jeans pocket. 

 

Thursday night after the latest episode of Heart Attack City, a.k.a. Rockies playoff baseball, I slid a tube of lip balm 

between the dirt divot from Charlie Blackmon’s foul ball and the chalk line that separates fair from foul. 

 

And the Chapstick wasn’t wide enough to fit in the in-between. Too girthy. So I still can’t say for certain if the umpiring 

crew made the correct call in reversing Chuck’s would-be double from a fair ball to a foul ball — and that’s after I peered 

into the dirt from 6 inches above the freakin’ divot. It was that close. 

 

“I don’t feel good,” Blackmon said after the Brewers survived a trademark Rockies rally to win 3-2 in 10 innings of Game 1 

of this National League Division Series. “But I don’t feel bad.” 

 

What exactly does Chuck feel like? 

 

”I feel like a baseball player.” 

 

These guys are exhausted. They’re sore and exhausted. After their fourth game in a fourth city, all this week, the Rockies 

trudged around the locker room more like zombies than pro athletes. At some point — and Game 2 on Friday at Miller 

Park is that point! — their bats must come alive, or this season will be dead. The 2-3-4-5 batters in the lineup went 0 for 

14 facing a “bullpen day” from the Brewers, who used the same number of pitchers as the Rockies (six) but shuffled them 

in and out one, two or three innings at a time. And the Rox had one hit to their name going into the ninth. 

”Seeing a different pitcher every at-bat is never easy,” said Nolan Arenado, who went 0 for 3 on a series stage he’s been 

anxiously waiting for. 

 

Nothing’s come easy at the plate for the Rockies. Not in the tiebreaker loss to the Dodgers (two runs), the wild card all-

timer against the Cubs (two runs), or Game 1 against the beefy Brewers (two runs). 
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(Which reminds me: Is it a job requirement for Brewers to adhere to the Wisconsin diet of fried cheese and grilled meat 

snacks? Between Mike Moustakas and Jesus Aguilar, the Brewers could hold a tryout to protect Aaron Rodgers with the 

Packers.) 

 

If part of their mission this postseason is to smack the Coors Field stigma across the head, the Rockies are doing a 

terrible job of it. In their last 12 games away from home sweet home, the Rox have scored 0, 2, 2, 2, 5, 6, 2, 2, 2, 3, 0 and 

0 runs. That’s two runs per game. That’s not enough runs to beat the 96-win Brewers. 

 

“Every time we play a game we score two runs,” Blackmon said. “That’s not very good. We should probably do better than 

that.” 

 

None of this postseason baseball stuff makes any sense, by the way. Case in point: when Adam Ottavino built an 0-2 

count against Javy Baez at Wrigley Field on Tuesday, hitters facing “Otto” with an 0-2 count were 0 for 36 this season. 

Baez got a hit and tied the game. Thursday night, Mike Moustakas faced an 0-2 count against Ottavino ... and got a hit. 

And it was the game-winning hit, scoring Christian Yelich and sending Bernie the mascot down the curvy yellow slide and 

43,382 home happy. 

 

The Rockies had a base open and should have walked Moustakas, but that’s easy to say now. 

“I thought about it, sure,” manager Bud Black said. 

 

The Rockies pitched with the Brewers. They didn’t hit with the Brewers, and that’s what must change. Good news! All 

those relievers who confused their bats on Thursday are about to be replaced by the complete opposite on Friday. 

Remember old friend Jhoulys Chacin? Of course you do. Chacin pitched 671 innings for the Rockies from 2009-14. 

Blackmon, Arenado, D.J. LeMahieu, Carlos Gonzalez — they know Chacin and his stuff like he’s Kyle Freeland or Scott 

Oberg. 

 

”Pretty much all the guys are my friends still,” Chacin said on Thursday. 

 

OK, so hoping and praying the bats catch fire away from Coors is a dicey proposition. The folks who spun gold rally 

towels and booed Matt Holliday, a former nemesis in the NL Central, aren’t going to shut their mouths to help the Rockies 
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out. But 165 games is a big enough sample size to suggest this Rockies lineup isn’t a Rockies lineup that can be counted 

on to hit. 

 

Ryan McMahon or Gerardo Parra need a spot in the lineup. And bat Carlos Gonzalez cleanup against his buddy, Chacin. 

Shake it up. McMahon drew a 10-pitch walk right after Ian Desmond hacked at the first pitch and stranded CarGo at third. 

Parra’s emotion can counter the Brewers’, and his single in the ninth looked smooth, too. Sticking with the same plan 

when “every time we play a game we score two runs” would be a frustrating way to approach their first playoff series in 

nine years. 

 

”I feel like our best at-bats did come off the bench,” Blackmon said. “I’d just like to see it a little more from the guys who 

are out there in the beginning.” 

 

Back to the Chapstick. It’s been through the ringer, much like the Rockies this week. Blackmon eventually finished his at-

bat with a single that scored Parra, so it’s not like the fair-foul call totally altered the outcome. But the controversial foul 

ball would have been a double, leaving Blackmon on second with no outs, scoring Parra and Holliday. That’s the alternate 

reality, and you have to like the Rockies’ chances in the alternate reality. 

 

“From that angle (watching the replay on the Jumbotron from second base), you could not — without a doubt — tell that it 

was a foul ball,” Blackmon said. 

 

Hey, I stuck an eyeball almost into the divot and still wouldn’t bet $5 on it either way. The dirt splatter had smeared the 

chalk. How the umps reversed the call in a 34-second review, I don’t know. But the current reality is the Rockies must 

start hitting before the 13th (Tuesday) and ninth (Thursday) innings of playoff games. If they don’t, this series is over 

quicker than you can say, “foul ball.” 
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Klee's Rapid Reactions from Game 1: Brewers 3, Rockies 2 (10) 
Paul Klee | Gazette.com | Oct. 4, 2018 
 

1. Break up the Brewers bullpen. Wake up the Rockies bats. Can a guy get a base hit around here? It wasn’t until the 

sixth inning when the Rockies had their first base hit, a triple by Carlos Gonzalez. And it wasn’t until the ninth inning when 

the Rox put some real pressure on the Brewers’ self-appointed “bullpen day.” Singles by Gerardo Parra, Matt Holliday and 

Charlie Blackmon got it cookin’, and Nolan Arenado sent the game to extra innings with a sacrifice fly. But these are the 

facts: if the Rockies’ bats don’t wake up, this is going to be one short series. Mike Moustakas clubbed an 0-2 pitch from 

Adam Ottavino for the game-winning hit, scoring Christian Yelich. The irony: Ottavino had an 0-2 count to Javy Baez 

when Baez knocked in the tying run at Wrigley Field on Tuesday. 

 

2. New strategy: pitch around Yelich. This Brewers lineup could double as the Packers’ offensive line. Is there a minimum 

weight requirement to play ball at Miller Park? Between Mike Moustakas and Jesus Aguilar, the Brewers stick to the 

Wisconsin diet. But the No. 1 horse is Yelich, the sure-fire Most Valuable Player of the National League. Yelich needed 

only one pitch from Antonio Senzatela to give the home team a 1-0 series lead. In the third, he sent the ball 413 feet over 

the wall in left-center field. Yelich is all that and a plate of cheese curds.  

 

3. As baseball philosopher Taylor Smith famously said: Shake-shake-shake it up, Buddy. In their last 12 games away from 

Coors Field, the Rockies have scored 2, 2, 2, 5, 6, 2, 2, 2, 3, 0 and 0 runs. That’s an average of two runs per game. It’s 

time to inject some pop into the lineup. How about young slugger Ryan McMahon in place of Ian Desmond at first base? 

With Carlos Gonzalez standing on third with the Rockies’ first hit of the game — in the sixth — Desmond strolled to the 

plate and tapped a ball back to the pitcher’s mound — on the first pitch. Easy peasy. Fast forward to the next inning, and 

McMahon patiently coaxed a 10-pitch walk. His walk-off to beat the Dodgers showed the 23-year-old McMahon isn’t 

scared. Put him in, coach. 

 


